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Preface
One leading authority in the business education field estimates that
about one-half of the 8001 000 students who enroll in Gragg shorthand ea c h
year either drop out or never attain job proficiency.

Figures sh<YW that in

the State of Virginia the enrollment in beginning shorthand is two to three
times as high as in the important second year.
drop-outs?

Why- should there be so maey

Why should there be so many who do not attain job proficiency?

There is a possi'bility that the whole problem revolves around the
question of insight.

Gregg shorthand is based on linguistic principles which

become an integral part of

it, but our standard methodology does not include

these principles as part of the material necessary to an understanding or

the basic subject matter.
Ma.Dy people, perhaps most, are not cogni�a.nt of the
activities involves in the learning of shorthand.

intelleetua l

On the whole, our method

ology considers shorthand as a. vocational skill not subject to the

type of teaching methods as those used in the liberal arts area.

same

I believe

that this viewpoint is in error and that our methodology could be i mproved

through critical self-examination.
Gregg shorthand is taught in 201 000 schools which mean that the re
are at least 20,000 shorthand teachers.

We represent a large bod;r of educa

tors who are intellectually capable in this field, and yet we hava as a whole
a fifty per cent loss, a loss which might perhaps be overcome if we would
use our classrooms as laboratories to determine for ourselves those fa. c to rs
whieh are interfering with the development of insight into the subjact matter.
It is 1fi th this idea in mind that I have undertaken this study a n d

have carried on informal experimentation in my classes at Longwood College.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Language as the Foundation of Modern Shorthand Sysl:ens
Although shorthand· systems were developed as early as 6) B.

c.,

the phonetic prinoiple as a basis for brief writing is a. modern develop•
ment.

The first practical phonetic system was devised by William Tiffin

in 17>0.

The credit, however.,. for having been the author of the first

system � phonetic shorthand belongs to john Willis.

In 16o2 he wrote:

"It is to be observed that this art prescribeth the writing of vrords,

not according to the orthography as they are written,. but according to
their sound as they are pronounced."

l

Although a number of authors worked out phonetic systems after
1600 ., none of those based on English was wide]¥ known or used before Sir
Isaac Pitman published his system in 1837.

Since hia system was the one

generally known in England ., he was considered by many as having invented
the art.., and he was therefore called the "Inventor of Phonographytt.
as a matter

or

But

fact, there were other systems baaed on different prin

ciples which were as successful and popular in other countries as his
system was in English.
I$aac Pitman, a linguist of considerable distinction, devised his
system of shorthand while actively participating in movements for spelling
reform.

In 1843, the year before his shorthand system was published

in Amrica, he proposed that a new alphabet or forty let,ters be adopted.
The new alphabet would have included sixteen new symbols, some of which
were devised by him.

A modern writer gives Pitman almost full credit for

2
the early modern development of the science of phonetics:

ttAlJ. modern

phonetic transcription derives fi>om the work of Pitman and Ellis, and

maey characters originally designed by them, such as /'J/ and
still in use.u
the invention
and

If/

/JI are

His colleague, A. J. Ellis, gave Pitman the c:redit for

of these symbols. The

-

ml as sounded in the \'ford si�

as sounded in the word shoot, are in oommon use today.

the late writers are nO'K substi tuti.ng &nother symbol for
is still recognized as a phoneme by linguists.

/.f'/,

Although

the sound

Both are included in the

Gregg alphabet.
The Pi tl'QQn system was based upon the forty English sounds con
sidered by

Pitman the mi.niJil'Ulll number which would adequately represent

English speech.

Re classified them both phonemically and phonetical.41'

into twenty-four consonants ., twelve vowels, and four diphthongs.
John Robert Gregg

When

published his system in 1888, he accepted the basic

phonetic pattern devised by Pitman 'With minor exceptions.

Uost author

i tiea agree that Gregg's system of symbols which is based on cursive
principles of writing, has more facility than tbat

or

Pitman and is thus

an improvement from the standpoint of recording the symbols.

But in so

far as the basic sOUDd principles are concerned, there is little difference.
The cursive type of shorthand symbol has, however, proved so popular that

Gregg shorthand now accounts for 98 per cent of all the -shorthand taught.
In 188o, Isaac Pitman•s Phcnograpey "reigned supreme in Great

Britain; and in its original form as published by Benn Pitman, or in
modifioa.tions of it by Graham, l!mson, and others, it was almost equally

supreme in the United States. n After 1880 and the coming of the tgpe...
writer, Pitman

was never as successful. Coincident with this developnmt

3
"there was dissatisfaction among students and teachers of shorthand
because of the •perplexities, complexities, and eccentricities' of

Pitman's shorthand ••• " In 1889 Pitman enrolled approximately 140,000
students a year.

Today approximately 800,000 students enroll in Gregg

shorthand courses annually.

Once it is recognized that shorthand is based upon the science of

phonetics and not upon an arbitrary system of symbols, it is not difficult
to understand that there may bo many points of intimate relationship

which may

be

studied and observed as a basis for a more effective method

ology in the teaching of this subject,

In order to have a working knm1ledge of linguistics, it is not

necessary for too teacher of shorthand to acquire a detailed scientific
knowledge of phonetics. A gener al knowledge of important li�"Uistic

principles and their possible ai:plication to the teaching of shorthand
and the conduct of classroom procedure Will prove of sufficient value
to make a study worthwhile.

It has been said that "A part of the task of every skillful teacher

is to make learning as easy and rapid as possible, not by denaturing the
content of what is to

be

learned but by trying to make it understandable

to the learner. u 5

While Gregg shorthand is not a subject of great difficulty, it is

true, nevertheless, that it is not a simple matter to present the subject
in such a way that there is understanding.

The reascn for this, it would

seem, bears on the fact that the shorthand teache:r,..in-training is not

taught the language factors on which the system is built, and thus a never-

4

ending ciI'cle is formed.

It is difficult to explain the sound of

/?JI to

a shorthand class unless the teacher is conscious of the phonemic charac
teristics of the sound •. Every symbol in the baaic shorthand alphabet

-

except the x represents an English speech sound which in turn has a phonemio symbol.

An understanding by the teacher of the phoneme- ·and its

relatton to the teaching of the Gregg alphabet would seem to be the
mi�l. linguistic knowledge consistent with adequate presentation ot
the subject matter.
The

phoneme is the basic unit of distinctive sound feature exist

ing in a given L..nguage or dialect.

Phonemes are peculiar to a g1ven

language and are different fran language to language.

The sounds in one

language may be entirely different from those of another language.

For

example, in the two English sentences, "Re heard the bus" and "He heard

the bu�zff a native American would immediatezy recognize that the two
sentences do not corrvey the saioo information although they are word for
,vord exactly alike except for the final sounds.

The first sentence ends

with the phoneme /s/ and the second with the phoneme
ful distinctions in the English language.

/z/

which are meaning•

But if the same sentence were

heard by speakers of an Indian language ., the difference in the sound would
not be meaningful.
A knowledge of these sound distinctions enablfP the teacher to make
explanations at the trouble spots in class learning.
have considerable trouble with the digraph
when they

are

inclined to write the

For example, students

£!l /c/ in words

such as dispatch

/t/ also. An explanation as to what

a digraph is in the first place ., follwed by an explanation of the

/c/

s
sound brings an understanding and insight to the problem wb:ioh could never
be gained by telling the student over and over how to write the word
dispatch.
An important point to understand in connection wi. th phonemic theory
is

that a phoneme is not just one absolute sound.

It is a collection of

allophones llb.ich are variant sounds of the true phoneme. Although the 1r
sou?Xl varies, they stay within the range of their phoneme and so long as
they qualify as allophones, the differences will be non-distinctive and will
not disturb their status as phonemic units or components.
Modern linguists agree that there are

45

or

46

phonemes in English.

Included in the first figure are 24 consonants, two of which are the semi
vowels /w/ and /y/, 9 VOl'lela, and 12 intonation phonE'Jllles. In addition,
Gleason

includes one tuore semivowel

/H/.

These are not the same sounds

exactly that Pitman used, but inm�ny respects they parallel.
The twelve intonation phonemes result from the combination of stress,
pitch, and juncture into a final tonal pattern knolftl as intonation.
the three has four phonemes.

Each of

Intonation is a linguistic factor of great im

Portance since it enters into every uttered sound.

It is important to the

teaching of shorthand and it is a linguistic principle which can be under
stood by both atudonts and teachers without the necessity of their having
a broad linguistic background.
This study is premised on the belief that u1earning begins with
insight."

Arbitrary

and mechanical approaches to the teaching of Gregg

shorthand seem to be contrary to the modern Gestalt or organismic theories
in which learning serves "as a process of clarification or discovery-, a

6
process based on sound psychological principles. These principles organ•
1ze learning as a search for an answer rather than the assimilation of
stated material. tt

It is believed that a knowledge of linguistics on the

part of the teacher can be invaluable in bringing insight into this par•
tioular learning situation.
It is the responsibility of the teacher to question authoritative
statements made without support for their authority., even though a whole
system of shorthand is concerned.

It is the responsibility of the teacher

to question doubtful points �ch she finds in the textbookS. She cannot
add much to the growth of the student if she is bound by the covers of one
textbook.
With the linguistic background of Gregg shorthand in mind_. even a
8
cursory survey of the textbook, Gregg Shorthand Simplified� Colleges .,

would suggest that there ia much that could be itDproved in the presentation
of the material. It appears that considerable improvement could be made in
the linguistic aspects of the whole simplified system.

It

shorthand is a "language

art"

then should it not be �proachad

through an understanding of the language £actors uponwhieh it is based?

ffiW

should the teacher be encouraged to present the bare skeleton of a

mechanical system when a little nesh on the bones can increase interest
and open linguistic doors not only to a better understanding of the inmedi
at problem, but also to an awareness of language as a factor in individual
development?
This &tu.dy' proposes some linguistic principles which may be eorre-
lated with the teaching of Gregg shorthand. It does not represent a

7
proposed method or a proposed system; it represents a broad viewpoint
based on the idea that subject matter should be enriched to the limi. ts
of the teacher's knowledge, and through this enrichment broaden the
mental horizons of t.he student. The idea is consistent with the Gestalt
theoey ot learning.

The student 'flill, at the least, have an opportuni -cy

to gain a greater insight into the particular subject matter.

8
Notes-Chapter I

John Robert Gregg,

.Im? Stoq; 2£ Shorthand

(Nmr York, 1941), p. l.14.

Bert F.meley, "First Phonetic Dictionary," Quarterq Journal of
-
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Gregg, PP• 8.$-86.
Herbert A. Tonne, Estelle L. Popham, and Herbert lf. Freeman,

Methods

P• 204.

2! Teaching
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SONE APPLICAttONS OF PHONEMIC TiIEORY TO TEE

TEACHING OF GREGO SHORTHAND
Gregg shorthand is a system of phonetic writing in which symbols
�re used to represent the basic sounds in the spoken language.

These

symbols are baseg on the phoneioo as the smallest unit of meaningful s oond.
Gregg sho!'thand may be taught 1 with varying degrees of success, as
an arbitrary set o£ symbols representing certain scnmds considered neces•
sary for expression, or it can be taught as a subject branch of the science

of llnguisties.
If the shorthand teacher recognizes that "learning is at the core

of most of the problems of educational psyehology, h she may broaden the
student• s viowpoint and lmowledge of language factors to an immeae·urabl.e
degree and thus may improve the quail ty of the shorthand learnil18 experi•
ence to a point where it becanes a useful factor in the learning process
of other subjects.

Su.ch an educational philosophy defines education as

an experience process directed toward specific goals which are quali ta
tively determined by the quality- of the experience.
In the matter of textbooks the Gregg shorthand teacher is almost
wholly dependent upon materials furnished by one publishing firm because
the copyrights on the Gregg System are held by that canpacy.

The closed

corporation furnishes not o� the textbooks ., but a canplete built-d.n
philosophy necessary to· their use.

The elementary shorthand textbooks

are apparent)¥ devised with the idea that they should be builders of

10
routine mechanical skill, the success of which is open to question.

There

is nothing contained therein to assist the student in gaining an insight
into the language upon which it is based or of the subject itself except

in the matter of bare mechanics.
Without at least some knowledge of the language factors which
support the ahortnand system, a teacher is ,unprepared for the questions
which arise in the classroom.

She may therefore be in the posi ti.on 0£

having to fall back upon the shorthand cliche advised by one of the Gregg
authors: "'ilell ., that's the easiest way to write it, that's all."

2

If

this philosophy of education continues long enough; a teacher may be re
duced intellectually to the status of a human machine doing no more than

turning the page to the next measured dose of shorthand assimilation. In
such a case, the quality of the student's experience may be so lcr.rered as
to have an adverse effect upon the quality of the end product.

The Shorthand Alphabet and Phonemlo Theory
An analysis of the basic shorthand alphabet in relation to the
phonemic alphabet will show that there is a high correlation between it
and the phonemic systems devised by the linguists.

Through an ana:cysis

of this type may come suggestions as to those areas in which there is a
field for further research.

Although the shorthand system will show a

nice correlation when analyzed linguistically, it is eVident to some short
hsnd teachers that in several points the alphabetic correlation is lOR' or
so obscure as to be difficult to analyze ,rlthout outside training.

ll
Although the system is based on the phoneme as the smallest unit
of meaningful

sound, the symbols do not in every case represent one sound

only as they do in the phonemic alphabet.

In the vowel group one symbol

generally represents all the main sounds of one alphabetic characte�. For

-

-

the a circle represents the a in ....__.
ta.me /teym/, man
/maen/, father
,_____

example,

/fa;.,..,./. This orthographic grouping in a system based on phonetics m a y
represent a weakness which results in learning difficulties which arise out
of the student's inability to recall phonetic symbols based on orthographic
groupings.
The Consonants
------

In the Gregg shorthand system, there are twenty-two simple consonant

symbols, five vowel symbols, three diphthong symbols, and two semivowel
The consonant sounds are the same as on the phonemic alphabet

symbols.

except that in the shorthand alphabet the /•/ and /y/ sounds are not classi
fied as

and

/f/;

consonants but as vowels only; one s,mbol ia provided for the
there is no

/z/ character;

-

/tJ /

and there are two characters which are

-

not in the phonemic alphabets x .(,) and ngk ('-)•

The assigning or a symbol

for x- seema strange in view of the fact that John Robert Gregg himself pointed

out that there is no su.ch English sound. (It is pronounced ks.)

4

3

It is an

old English sound vrhich Gregg incorporated £or some reason which is not
easily apparent.
Gregg seems to have been in agreement with Kantner and West that
there is
its

no consonant /w/ sound, that its characteristic sound results from

relation to the vowel, and that without the vowel it has no sound.

position seems to be a logical one.

This

12
Digraphs.
of � and

!:!: /s/

There are four d1g,-raph consonant characters.

/c/,

characters: (;) (/).

called

-

!!.h, and

The sounds

�, are represented by similar

The th sound/�/

/fr/

has o� one shorthand symbol

to represent the sound, but there are '�10 forms of this character to
.faoili tate j oinings { I"" J ) ,.

The £ourth digraph is the sound �•

It is

The trigraph ngk is expressed the same way except

represented by (,).
somewhat longer {-......).

-

Ch /o/ (/).

Students son-eti:mes have difficulty with these sollnds

because they do not understand their underlying qualities.

For example,

l which

is linguisti•

in the word dispatch, beginners often -write in the
call,y part of the � sound�

Thus �) instead of 'J).

-

Classes respond

well to explanations of linguistic facts such as are involved in the ch

/c/ sound.

They seem to find it interesting -and helpful to learn that

the � sound they hear in the word dispatch does not result from the
before the � but from the inherent sound of the phoneme �
sound of � in dispatch is the same sound as the �
When

/c/ appears initially it is

-

/o/.

/c/ in church.

l

The

spelled ch and when it appears else.mere

in the word it is spelled � as in dispatch.

The pronunciation is the

same in ei tiler case; therefore since the shorthand symbol (/) represents
/d/, there is no need for an additional l•

-

It is interesting and worthwhile for the students to learn that
in loan words from modern lt"rench the ch has no
the �

sound but changes to

/s/ sound as in machine, chag;:in, and that the � is pronounced

ld.th the sound of a
chorus.

/t/

"hard"

- /k/
k

in words bor:rQ'il'ed tree Greek, as in

This is true whether the word came directzy from the Greek or

13
came through Latin.

The tch sound /c/ as in church came either from the

Anglo...Saxon or the Old French popular forms.

6

Relevant language informa

tion of this type can change a dull, routine claaa period into a lively
discussion which may result in increased interest in the dictionary as a
source of helpful information, and it more directly results in an enlarged
insitht into the character of the sounds upon which the shorthand symbols
are based. \lithout this type of insight learning is reduced to a kind or
accretion.

a/ ( 1-).

Sh /

The digraph

2 /s/

not a canbination of the /s/ and
nor the

/h/

/h/

in such words as � and shop is

sounds.

It has neither the /s/ sound

sound, but conbined, it result� in a character which has a

simple sound or its own.

In some words the

!e /s/

sound results from the

pronunciation of an /s/ sound next to a /y/ sound. \fords like issue,
mission, and conscience have this type of sound which results when a con
aonant /y/ soum following an /s/ comes before an unstressed or lightly
7
stressed volfel.
In the word conscience where the sound of sh /s/ is now heard, tho
/y/ was originally an unaccented! or

t (as

its spelling still indicates}

which, because of its unaccented position, became a /y/ sound.

This sound,

like the /y/ in yet, glides quickly into a following vowel in such words

as Indian, which may bo pronounced /iniii<Bn/ or more rapidly as /in •dyan/.
In the latter case the /i/ is converted into the consonant /y/ by the
decreased sonority reslllting from the increase in speed, and at the same
time the two syllable vowels±,! are being converted into a rising diph
thong /y/.

As the tongue anticipates tha position for the /y/ which is

l4
palatal, the /s/ is transformeu into the palatalized

!!!. sound.

When this sound combination is present, the palatalization takes place
despite the wide variety 0£,spelling in word.a like�, oonacience, anxious.
For example, in the word issue where there is no /y/ in the spelling, the
palatalization takes place as a result of tho pronunciation of!:. which begins
8
with a /y/ sound.
Gregg shorthand uses the � character to represent the

/s/ and 13/

sounds, which is sufficient £or the relatively small number of times the

/3/

appears in dictation, but it ia helpful if' tho student understands the basic
sounds which are represented by � and can differentiate between them.

This

character is used not only to represent the two sounds above, but it is used

a great deal as an abbreviated form for tha word endings -sion, -cial, -tial,

/s/ sound. In some instances the ti in the
word ending of -� has a� /c/ sound as in bestial, but no provision is
all of which begin with the �

made in Gregg shorthand to distinguish the sounds.

Both are represented by

The Vowels

There are five vowel characters in Gregg .s horthand.

They are t h e

English vowels :,, � !_, �, !!I and their shorthand symbols are: o • � v

Of these, only the long!_ symbol ropresents one sound only.

IJ

All variants

of the five basic vowel sounds must be fitted into these characters.

It

appears that the author m.ust have abandoned the phonel!lic theory at this
point and arrived at a hybrid solution involving both phonetics and orthog-

raphy.

-

For example, the hook (which is called the o hook) represents not

only the sountl of ?.. /ow/ as in boat ( v), b u t al s o t h e s o u n d o f �

as in hot, /a/ and the sound of

!!. in

ought

/a/.

As a matter of' observation it seems that the students associate the
� hook with the orthographic � words and that in so doing they use the £

--------

hook indiecriminatel,y for boat, hot, ought, food, foot.
this u.sual.J¥ aesociate the

-

2: orthographic

-

sounds in'ball, small, etc. with

the a circle used to express the a in father.
1nstead of

L.

,

Students who do

---

Thus ball is m-itten �

This confusion is not limited to an elementary class.

For one school year a second year shorthand class, canposed of students
W'ho had studied shorthand for two years in high school; were carefull,y
observed en this point.

The confusion or the two hooks with each other

and with the a circle waa the most common error encountered during the
.

year.

.

The difficulty arises in this kind of situation not from the

recording of the wrong symbol but from the inabili tQ to read the proper
sound into the misplaced character.
When a student writes the a circle in shorthand as the symbol for

the sound of/�/ in ball, the student has visualized the orthographic
characteristics of the word, an error which would be of little ccnaequence
if this were all there is to the problem.

The trouble arises lfhen the

student tries to reac;i the word from the shorthand form she ha·s written.
For psychological reasons not easily apparent, the student will (when

-

reading aloud) spell the word out as b-a...1 and will pronounce the a to

reyme

with the

! in

�le, a sound so different from the one needed that it

suggests nothing phonetical'.cy-.

Wheri. this type of behavior occurs in technical

material or unfamiliar words, the student is sometimes unable to transcribe
the dictation because the incorrect:cy- written words are the key to the
context.
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--

The same -type of conflict arises With the circle used to represent

-

the three different a 's in man, tame, father, but in this instance the
number of ccnsequential errors appears to be less than in the case of the
two hook symbols which represent � phonemes.
on:cy- the three already shown.

The :, circle represents

The sounds hOiJever are so entirely different

that the student must depend upon the orthographic principles involved in
the grouping of the words.

There is nothing in the system to relate the

sounds of :, in father and the £ in hot, yet phoneticall3 there is a close
relation between them.

The phonemic alphabets indicate that the

father and the £ in � are the same phoneme.

!. in

It is possible that this

inconsistency in the shorthand system crept into it because of dialectic
factors.

Isaac Pitman was an Englishman, and John Robert Gregg, although

born in Ireland, spent muoh time in England.

Ylebster's � Collegiate

Dictionaey points out that in South England, the £_ soUllds are quite different
f'rom the general American prooounciation and that in American pronunciation

-

-

the short o sound as in hot is not in general use.

It is used, hwever,

in eastern New England, by many in New York City, and to a considerable
9
extent in the South.
Apparent�, sinoe the o sound of hot and the a

-

-

sound of father are classed as one phoneme by leading linguists, the dif•
£erence in a-ound which seems evident is an allophone resulting from dialect,
a linguistic distinction not made by the inventors of the shorthand system.
Therefore, it may be said that the American pronunciation of the so-called
short £_ words is either the somewhat Bri ti.sh sound used in eastern New
England, New York, and in the South., or the general pronunciation 'Which is
like the :. in father.

Some difficulties encountered by the beginning student

might be obviated if the two sounds were given the same symbol, or the
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difference at least explained on a dialectic basis.

To encourage the

student who is having difficulty to depend upon the orthographic differ

ence for recalling the outline is to encourage the student to build up
1rontal pictures of the word differences rather than to build up sound
similarities.
Leona.rd 17est has pointed out that there is much con.fv.sion in the
learning of the hooks.

10

He considers that the cause may be the fa.ult o£

psychological factors arising frQD the method of presentation of similar
characters which are different.

It may be ., hor,ewr ., thnt the fault lies

vdth the basic alphabet which groups words orthog.raphica� in a phonetic

system.

-----The Semivowels

The sound of w.

Apparently Gregg does not recognize either the /w/

sound or-the /y/ sound as having a consonant value, because both are listed
as vowels o�.

This agrees 'With the posi ti.on of' Kantner and West that

there iFJ no such thing as a /rr/ sound except :1s it appears as part of a
V0',1el.

They consider that the glides to and from the /w/ position are

represented by /w/ and those to and from th� /1/ position are represented
by the /y/.

According to Kantner and West, the approaching glides or

/w/ and /y/ occur commonly with all the English vO'lfels and the receding
12
glides ocour oxicy" in certain combinations.
In assigning

the vooel � hook symbol to this /n/ sound, the author

is recognizing the fact that the sound represents a "dOffllward opening
glide i'rom the position of /u/, « and thus gives no recognition at all to
u
/w/ as a consonant value. In the word wool, the // sound of � is
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expressed by the vowel hook

I}

•

So also is the /w/ sound preceding it.

The word would then be written ,n._,,,I

which, from the standpoint of

facility, works out better perhaps than would a separate /w/ symbol not
recognizable by sound as such.
This semivc,.vel sound occurs onl.¥' before vowels .from which it bor
rows sound ;. and it in tum influences the vowel which folla«a it.
it is follc,,red by a consonant as in write, it is alwa_ys silent.

-

When
And it

-

bas no sound of its own in words like snow in which the w is unnecessary.

-

The /"/ is still essential ., however, in words like now to represent the
second elell8nt of the diphthongal sound.

In a position other than the

initial one the /w/ is silent where it has been coalesced w1th its closely
related ,._.
oo sounds as in who, ---too and sword which were originall,y -------hwoo,
twoo, and swoord.

.l3

The sounds in these words have been lost through a

form of phonetic change known as vocalization.

-

-

The sound of some silent

w•s have been reaotiviated by spelling pronunciation as in one, once
�
where /w/ is not spelled but is sounded.

In designating that the /h/ should be pronounced before the /w/ in
words like whale.,

the author's implication is that there are two pho-

neioos in the solllld and not one as some linguists have recognized by the
syIIU)Ol �/.

This is a linguistic variance which can be pointed out to a

class to advantage when this section of the alphabet is studied.
survey of two classes which had completed the elementary

text

-

A

the year

before showed that approximately half had memorized the wh symbol (it they
had retained it at all) without any idea as to the significance or the
symbol

/bl

before

/w/, except as part of the lftzy the word is spelled. It
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-

was also found that scme of the students pronounced the wh words like

-

'Whale as wale and that some of those who pronounced both letters were

not conscious of doing so and had never therefore associated the sound
principle with the symbol memorized.

The symbols for /hw/ and/•/ are

more than arbitrary forms assigned to alpbabetio characters.

They repre

sent linguistic principles which the author chose rather than other
linguistic principles which he could have chosen. A student can have no
linguistic insight (and therefore no true learning} as to the reason she
is spelling out!!! in a phonetic system when so far as she understands,

the pronunciation is

/w/.

There is a dti'ferent shorthand symbol £or the sound of /w/ in the

-

-

body of a word. For example, the word tin is written ,?- • Twin is dietinguished from 1t by a dash underneath the vawel )!:- • Although there
is no material available by which to test the stateioont, it does appear
that the reason £or the second symbol has to do w1 th both complementary
distribution and a matter of expediency.

-

In the word wool where the /w/ sound is initial, no difficulty
arises in th� pl.'onunoiation of the shorthand form.,.....,.,__.., which is spelled

---

out oo oo l and wbio!l when spoken rapidlJr produces the sound of w-oo-l.
But such an analogy 1s not suited to the sound of /w/ in the word twice.
Here the sound is colored by the consonant /t/ before it and the vowel
following.

The sound thus formed includes

/hi

as in the /rm/ sound t but

less ccnsciously. In the /hw/ sound .found initiaJ.4, in whale ., the /h/
is m.uch more evident as it is not colored by the preceding /t/ as here.
The arrangement produces a sound in complementary distribution w.tth the
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initial /w/, different,. but not distinctively different.
This situation is suffioient to support a different symbol in the
shorthand system for the two sounds.

However, it appears that the par

ticular symbol assigned was a matter of expediency in as mu.ch as the in•
ternal use, of the /J hook does not produce the same suggestive sounds as
in the ini ti.al position and, in ad.di tion1 the combination is sanewhat
awkward.

-

The dash is iaore easily distinguished in a word like twin than

would be the ease with an internal /w/ hook which would require in
addition to the hook an /h/ dot above 1t1 thus
The Symbols £or /y/.
sounds of the semi vowel /y/.

-

by a small circle.
small loop.

/J-

There are three shorthand symbols for the

- -

Before the o and oo hooks /y/ is expressed

!!;_ at the beginning of words is expressed 1111 th a

Ya at the beginning of words is expressed by a large loop.

The reason for three separate symbols is somewhat obscure.
The only sound or /y/ as a cCllsonant is that which occurs in a
$emivowel relatiooship 'With a vowel which follows.

This sound may occur

ini t1ally or medial.J,y but is never heard at the end of a word.
The
!!l�

9'.E:C,

/y/

has four vowel sounds which are illustrated in the words

15ITtle, marYn:•

When it appears at the end of a word it may

be a vowel, as in pret;t[J it may be a diphthong ., as in�

-

/ay/;

it may

� the "vanish" elelllent of the partial diphthong as'in day /ey/; or it may
be the ttseeond element of a full diphthong" as in � /c>i/ •

In

Oil£

capa

city it differs from the /w/ which can form neither a vowel nor a diph•
thong.

As a. vowel /y/ can spell a diphthong, as in

VO'll&l, as in readl•

peff,

or a simple
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When the glide movement which forms the semivowel begins ttat or
near

the

position fetr /1/ and proceeds with increasing stress to that of

16

s� other vowel," it is called an "approaching glide,"

as in zee /yes/,

l! /yjy/ onion /an yon/, ye.m /yaem/, yard /yard/. When the movement,
however, begins at the position or so� other vowel and proceeds with

decreasing stress to a termination at or near the /i/ position, "there
is a •receding glide;1."'

-

boy /bey/.

1.7

as in� /wey/,

� /neym/,

�

/hai.y/,

It may be noted that the approaching glide represents the

/y/ sound in its consonant posi ti.on and the receding glide in its diph

thongal vowel position.
'lhe rule for writing the sound of /y/ before either
hooks is that a email circle is joined to the hook.
does not intend this to app'.cy in

the

voluma lfbich is written �.

- o

etr

oo

Apparently Gregg

body of a mrd, for in the words

18

onion and dom1.nion, for example, the Gregg dictionary
out the /y/ sound:1\.--i._ and�.

the

writes them. with-

It is also ignetred in words like

There, is no informat.i.on in the text

book as to when or how exceptions to the rule occur.

The three symbols representing /y/ are summarized as follows:
Before the hooks representing the six sounds of

/IL/,

-

/a/, /o/,

/07.<f/, /<>/,

/i..wf., two of which are rare, /y/ ia expressed by a smaU circle.

Ye at the beginning of words !'epresenting the soUlld of /y/ plus a
foll.mr.).ng /e/

!!. at

/t:,/,

one of which is :rare, is expressed by a small loop.

the beginro.ng of \'fetrds representing the sound of /y/ plus

/se/ /a/

/aey /, one of which is rare, is -expressed by a large loop.
'the semivowel sounds of

/y/ are recognized phonemi.call.3' as
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allophones of the consonant /y/ tthich result from its position in relat,.on
to the vowels which follow it.

It is represented as one consonant phoneme.

When it becomes a semivowel it is represented phoneticall;r by the /y/ in
combination with its VOW$l.
phonetical'.cy by /yet/ and

Thus the words yet and yam would be represented

/-:µem/.

Bece.use the /y/ w�s not recognized in Gregg shorthand as a consonant,
it l.ogi.cal.:cy- should have a vowel or semivowel symbol to indicate that it
has been grouped with the vowels.

This leads, however, to sane compli

cations since the vowel sounds in Gregg are represented by circles and
half' circles.
circle for

- -

The half circle lends itself to easy joining and the small

/:r/ is

suitable.

But when the sound of /y/ falls before an

e or a vOtYel sound, a small circle for /y/ is impossible because the two
circles cannot be properly joined.

The author thus modified the form and

arrived at a small loop and a large loop as symbols for the complete l2.
and

l!. soUDds.

l:.. in

It is necessary to have t1ro symbols in the case of'

l!. and

order to distinguish words like yearn and yarn.
It might be said that while Gregg did not recognize /y/ as a

consonant because it has no value except as a semivorrel, he recognized
it as one phonene belonging to the vowel group.

This, of course, is the

reverse of the linguistic view lfhieh in most cases considers the /y/ as
a consonant phoneme and its semiva,el values as allophones arising out

or

the posi t:ton in relation to the vo.1el follonng it.
If the small circle before the hooks were eliminated and the loop
symbols used instead, th.e entire problem would seem lesa complicated far
teaching purposes.

The oircle has been used vii th the hooks rather than
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the loopa because of the small proportions of the hooks which znlght make
it difficult to write a loop inside.

-

The hook has, howewr, already been

elongated to serve the sem1vowel /w/ as in wale � •

If it is not

practical to modify it still further to write the loop as � , then 1 t
may be that three _symbols are necessary to write the sounds of /y/.

As

long as the system remains in its present form., the significance of the
three symbols should be pointed out to the �tudents so that they will
remember through understa�ding and not through haphazard :memorization
which does not represent true learning.
� Diphthongis
There are three other sounds in t.he shorthand alphabet.

---

the diphthongs in words like boy, £ew1 cow.

They are

The textbook presentation

of this phase of the shorthand alphabet may give the student less insight
into the language principles invol.ved ·then any other part of the system.

-

The first diphthong presented in the textbook is ·the sound of

long u in words like _.._,
cute and .........
few.

However, in this study the last two

will be presented briefly before going to an ana]¥sis of the
thong.
bol•

l'lo difficulty arises in connection with the diphthongal sound in
It is represented in shorthand by the � hook and a small circ1e

( the sound of /D/ plus the /i/).

In the case of the next diphthongal. sound

in words like co,, there is more difficulty.
io f?

/yu/ diph•

...

T.he symbol for the /aw/ sound

Many students memorize this symbol without ever undel'standing

the linguistic basis.

It l'lill not be discussed .fm-th.er here for the

reason that the third diphthong

/rJ./ will be

taken up at length, and the

same type of analysis may be applied to both forms.
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The diphthong is presented for the first time in the text with this
19
The rule is followed by nine words illusrule: 11 U is represented by I". 11
trating it:

few, review, cute, acute,�,�, dispute, argue. No other

statement is made. Three lessons thereafter a second rule is presented con
The � hook is often U3ed to represent the diphthong
_
It is i'ollotrad by illustrative words which include: �, �, amuse,

cerning the sa.";le long ur
u."

20

volume.

11

There is no other statement or explanation as to, ey or when t he

long� sound should be written two different ways.

It may be noted that in

the last stated rule, the �•as referred to as a diphthong and in the first
as simply long �-

An alert student will quickly be aware of the double

te?'minology and of the vagueness of both statements.
The 1nexperienced teacher may not at first recognize this long� as
being a compound sound within itself, and the experienced one may be at a
loss to explain all the complications inherent in such vague terminology.
In words like use the first part of the u sound is that of the consonant or
semivowel /y/ and is spelled phonetically as though it were /yuz/.
same sound is also represented by other spellings of �, �

!!!. as

beauty, �•
It may also have variant pronunciations as /fiuwd/ /fuwd/.

This
in feud,
All of

the sounds given may occur initially, medially, or terminal]$. Standard
English, however, requires that when the sound. is used initially, it must
have the /yuw/ sound.

In other positions it may have any of the variants

since they are not phonemic distinotions.

by

In words having the

/c/

and

/z/

sound.a,

/y/

is usually absorbed

Juno /�un/. It is usually
- /cu/ and -

the precedi� consonants, as in chew

dropped a.f'ter /r/ and

-

/J./ as

-

-

in rule /ruvrl/ and lewd /lrmd/.

21
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A student asking for an explanation of the two rules covering the

long u sound may be intellectually frustrated by an evasive answer to the
effect that "some people" pronounce it that way.

For the student who

will use the shorthand proficiency acquired for secretarial work alone,

-

it is perhaps enough for her to knew that the u aound is Wl'i tten two
different ways vlith no other explanation (alt-hough this lack of. insight
into the problem reduces the quality of her experience).

But in the case

of the student who w.ill teach, it is insufficient because some\vhere so�..
time she will almost certainly have need of the a.nsl'ler.
In responding to the student •o question as to why part of the
words are represented by a diphthongal SJilll:>ol while another part is
represented by a lesser symbol, the teacher may refer the student to
the dictionary to determine the
from each group.

0correct0

pronunciation or words selected

If the student consults the l'febster•a � Collegiate

Dictionary which is a standard dictionary and one ndely used in clasa.

ro�'IIIS, she may have a.� even greater sense of intellectual frustration,

-

-

for she will find that the vowel sound in the words
ff':;!ff and new are
.
apparently pronounced the same, both having the same

!

sound.

The solution to a simple problem of this type introlves a know·ledge
0£ three factors;

dictionarieo, how- they are marked �nd what standard

is used in marking the pronunciation; dialect geography and its effect
upon lexicography; and finally, the possible f!>.llibility of the textbook.

22

-

New World Dictionlf the student had also consulted the W�bster•s .
she would have found the word few pronounced the same in both

26
dictionaries for reasons which are brought out in a later part of the anal
ysis.

But not so in the word� which has two pronunciations in the

� World Dictionary., one the sa!OO as fet1, the other to rhyme with�•
The fault of the rule is that it doe� not give the student acy
standard whatever as to how she may determine 1men it is different, or
whether it is of sufficient importance to be conc�rned about it.
The pronunciation of the long u sound ae /i'U'lf/ is now soi:rewhat
old fashioned• according to one authority.

23

The normal pronunciation

/yuw/ is .often reduced to /uxr/ in words such ae !!!!!,, due., duty. The
/yw,/ sound .ts near]¥ always found in those words which have a labial
24
uoneonant preceding the VOliel ( or a /k/ or /h/).
Thus words like e,
beauty, �lli few• view, cute, and huge do not vaX7 from the /yuw/ sound
of

-

in standard English.

This is the authorit� covering the words few, view,

and cute as Gregg wrote them-as diphthongs.
As already pointed out, the diphthongal sound is generally not

used when :t t comes after
the

/1/

/r/ and

/l/.

-

This is almost always true when

is preceded by another consonant as in the word blue.

This word

is written in shorthand without the diphthongal sound for three logical
reasons:

It is good usage to l'lrite it that way; it can easiJ.¥ be read

as it is written, and it is more quic� written without the additional
character.

-- -

There is a sharp division between the British and C'ieneral American
usage in those words in which the stressed vowel is preceded bys. z., sh.

..t, .....d,

--- --

th, or n.

consonants.

�

A further discrimination may be made among these

Aftei- the first three consonants,

!.,

!.,, � the /mr/ sound
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is gatning ground over the

/ytrrt/ sou.."ld,

in both England and America.

Thus

in the words suit llnd assume, the .\merioan pronunciation r10uld favor the
simple

/:lVf/

sound or

!,

-

sound after the s.
'

the simple

/uw/ is

-

J;j.kewise, in words in which the s has the
Susan

usedt

/su'Rll�n/.

There is, however, a definite division of authority � t,o the pro....

-- .. --- ..

nunciation of words in which· the stressed vowel follo;Js, t ., ci, th, or n.

�uty,
the on:l¥

due, duke,
lords in this group include stew, tune, tube, --

�6-

thews, new, nude, and nuisance.

The /yuw/ sound is

nized in Bri ti.sh usage for these and 3imilar words.

27

enthusiasm,
one recog•

This is also the usual prescription of dictionaries and schools
in America, and radio broadcasters are painfull,y taught it. There
oan be no doubt, however, that /uw/ is in far more general use in
actual practice in the North and North...}.ttdland, and that it is
gaining grour.d. This is so even in New England, where once /yuv,/
was more prevalent-so very prevalent, indeed ,, that /yim/ lingers
in rural New EI}8land even where /uw/ is the only sound in cult.S;.
vated speech; to and two, for example, are aometimes mads /tyuw/ 1
and do, due, given ah"lre the pronunciation /dyuff/. � in the
Soutltrulds'outh-Midland does /yuw/ remain in general natural use,
alike in rude and in polished speech.
The fact that /UK/ is the usual Araerican pronunciation (after
th, or n) arxi that it is undoubt� mnning wider and 1Tider
acceptance in-cultiva·ted speech, would seem to be sufficient proof
that it cannot be rejected as characteristic only of vulgar speak
ers. And the fact that a different practice obtains in England
sure:cy- does not make it necessary for Americans to ab3ndon /uw/
and studi ouszy cultivate /Y1JM/ •

i, �

Thus there is some authori tv for the writing of new in shorthand
1'i th the vowel /uvr/ a.a Gregg has done.

In the case of the word tube.,

Gregg has listed it as an example of the kind of wo:rd l'fhich should be
written with the diphthor.g /tyuwb/.

In this matter he has follorred the

British usage rather than that which appears to be the usu.al American
pronunciation.

lt is possible that this usage was established by Gregg

in the ear]3 years of his system and that the use of the

/l],!1(/

soond £or

-
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-

the pronu..11Ciation of the stressed vowel u after a t had not been so
..r.tdely �stablished; or it is possible that Gregg was e:rmre of it, but

that he did not. consider it the best usage and thus continued ·with the
British pronunciation.
As a standard for marking punctuation ., lexicographers follorr those
usages which they consider as most representative of cultivated Englisn.
SO?re dictionaries ., particularly those v'fhich have riot been re-edited in

recent years, have not yet incorporated I!lal'\Y of the evolutions which have
occurred in word usage, a process which is constant. The reason that
Webster's Colleeate Dictionary has marked all the cypes of words de
scribed as a long

! without

variation is that it has not yet recognized

-

the changing pronunciation and is still considering the long u as being

appropriate in all of those words. Its position represents a viewpoint
only, as do the classifications by Gregg, and are not subject to proo:t.
The answer to t.he student•s question is simple, cnoe these faots
are known.

There is a difference in usage b;;1sed on dialectic factox>s,

but in so far as the written shorth�nd is concerned, it is of" no matter
whether the word is written with qr- without the diphthQ'.l.gal sound in
those words in which it may be omitted as a matter o:f pronunciation.

The

-

student should be taught to write the diphthong in the so-ce.le
l d long u

1fords, omttting it only in those which American usage has established as
having the sound of

/uw/

only.

Sane of the words could not be easi�

read without the diphthongal sound, and as a general rule to be remembered,
those are the 1fords in which the stressed vowel makes it •s:, und like it
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belongs there. 11

Thie general rule will cover the types of words which

have been discussed, without the necessity of having the student learn
the rules as such.

The teacher who understands the linguistic implica•

tions here is not likely to mark errors against a student who has included
the full dipbthongal sound in writing the word assume, for example, which
is written in shorthand \ldthout the /y/ sound.

It is possible that the

teacher actual.:cy said /a, syurrm/ in her dictation, and more particularly
so if she has been educated and has lived in the South during most of
her life.
Gregg shorthand oan be taught l'fi th out this type of information..,,
and it is true that there is so little time for developing the student's
proficiency �n the subject.( that none should be wasted.

To use the in

£ormation it is not necessary to dwell on it at length or to have
students learn a large body of facts.

the

If the information is part of the

teacher•s educational background, the student's question can be disposed
of quickly and satisfactori.]¥.

I£ time permits, or the interest of the

students warrant it, more time can be given to the question of dictionaries
and dialect.

This latter is a matter of choice or expediency, but

answer to the student•s question is basio to an understanding

am

the

insight

into shorthand as a language art.
After the diphthongs have been presented> the student should know
what a diphthong is in the broad linguistic sense, why the illustrative
words represent that particular diphthong, how

the

pronunciation of the

diphthongs may di.ffer and yet retain their identity, what dialect has to
do id th pronunciation of diphthongs, and the significance of the symbol
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representing the diphthongal sound.

Intonation as a Factor in Dictation
Developing the student's ability to take dictation at increasing'.cy'

higher rates of speed and to transcribe with mailable accuracy is the
primary responsibility of the shorthand teacher.

It is therefore of out

standing iq>ortance that the teacher be able to dictate in a manner which
will facilitate the student's progress in these areas.

The matter of

proper dictation structure is not merely a question of reading a.loud at
gi-ven rates of speed.

It is a cooperative projeot in which the students·

and teacher ,,ork together to arrive at a common goal: proficiency in the

transcription of notes recorded in shorthand by the student. The student
must not onl,y be able to hear the words spoken by the teacher, she must
hear them in such a way that they disclose to her the pattern of thought
sequences contained in the dictated material.
If the intonation pattern used in giving dictation is not properly
keyed as to stress, pitch, and juncture in relation to the material being

dictated� it can be a decisive factor in a student's inability to record
the symbols at the given rate of speed or to transcribe them thereafter.
On the other hand, p1-oper intonation can be the coordinating factor l'lhich

enables a student to reach increasingzy higher rates of speed and accuracy.
The importance of intonation to meaningful sound is indicated by
the .fact that its components constitute twelire Cif the forty-six phonemes.
Because of the translation involved in converting the�oken word into
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sound units contained within the shorthand system and the necessity of
recalling outlines for hundreds of different combinati�ns, the student
has little time for consci1.us thought as to the meaning being conveyed
through the medium of dictation. Yet, if the meaning is not incorporated
in the shorthand record because of some faulty aspect of dictation or the
inattention of the student, the student's transcription will reflect these
faults either in sentence structure or in contextual problems arising from
the fact that the student is unable to find the thread of thought which will
give her the key to the outlines which are often high'.cy abbreviated.
It has been found through survey and experimentation that notes only
71 per cent accurate would produce transcripts that are at least 95 per cent
28
correct. 'l'he reason for this has to do with the context as a key to the
outlines which the transcriber is unable to read readily.

Meaning is the

key to the readability of shorthand outlines and one of the chief sources
of meaning expressed in the shorthand outlines is the intonation with which
the teacher has dictated.

Misplaced pitch or stress can change the meaning

received from the one intended in the original material. Wrong pitch or
stress can intrude upon the student's concentration in the same manner as any
other phoneme out of order.

If read without stress, a sentence liko "The

White House is a white house." means little and may

be

considered tautoloei

cal. But if the stresses are properly plac� the sentence conveys a defir.ite
meaning about a particular house which is painted white. As an experiment,
this sentence was incorporated in a five minute dictation so as to have meaning
if properly read.

It was read without stress in a monotone. Approximate:1¥
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one-third of the class of twenty•fi ve raised their heads because their
concentration was broken by the senseless sentence.

After the dictation

u-as over, a discuosion disclosed that most of them thollght that the

teacher had "lost the place."
NormaJ. conversational tone should be used
be giiten in thought groups.

f<:1r

dictation which should

The teacher should avoid too much ttexpressive

ness" or primary stress beoause it results in a type of: aver.o-emphasis which
intrudes upon the student•s consciousness and thus lessens the concentra•
tion upon the outlines.

Haarever, the material should be dictated with

sufficient stress to avoid a monotone which conveys little meaning.
Unless the teacher does read in a monotone, she will not havtt to
be concerned with whether she is making out

11 £our

nemes" .for these always appear in normal speech.

cont::-asting pitch pho
But she does need to be

concerned with whether the contrast is in proper l'Ellation to the material
being dictated.

If her voice risea when it should fall in a normal pat

tern, this can seriously handicap the students who are recording from

the :faulty dictation. She should be concerned w:l. th whether her usual

:pattern s:,f ;?itch is sufficiently modified so as to produce resonant tones.
She should also be.careful not to allow the pitch pattex-n to rise as she

increases the rate of dictation speed, thus distorting the sound received
by the student.

Voice pitch has no res.son to change ioorely because the

dictation is at a faster rate of speed.

When the pitoh is raised with

increasing speeds, it generally results from the emotional stress involved
with the desire to help the student achieve the neTt goal.

Because their

voices are naturally higher pitched as canpared to �n teachers, women in
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particular should be concerned

with not allordng their voice pitch to

rise in fast dictation.
Without the juncture .feature of intonation, meaning would be much
less distinctive, for it is this feature tthi.ch breaks the speech flow into
neaningful. thought units.

Sometimes referred to as

11 the

punctuation

or

speech0 it might also be referred to as the tttransarlbing clarifier".

It

the teacher made no use of juncture in reading the material dictated, it

would be difficult for tho student to have aey organized pattern 0£ what
The dictation is more than the mecr..anized recording of

had been said.

memorized symbols.

It includes the organization of the thought pattern

into phrases and sentences, and is little concerned 'With isolated mechanized
words.

The symbols for � and � are the same, as are those for dip

and dee;e, and caught and cot, which is o� a small sample of the importance
or the context.

The ability to read isolated words in great quant1.ty would

not insure the student's ability to transcribe with mailable accuracy.
It is sometimes dif'ficult to use the proper juncture when the rate
of dictation is high and the teacher must constantly refer to the watch
in her hand.

Standard dictati en material is divided into fifteen-Sec end

intervals which means that the teacher must move her eyea from the copy
at least four times a minute in order to gauge her speed.

At eighty words

a minute, where the material is counted at eighty words ., this is not un•
du:cy: distracting•

But when the material is dictated at rates above llO

· wor<m a minute or l'fhere m.ata1".i.al baing dictated must be transposed because
not cc....:1�d at the speed 1 t is being dictated the distraction can be so
disconcerting that juncture is disregarded at important pcints.

This
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fail,u-e to use "speech p1motuation" oan be one of the definite reasons
why students oan sometimes take dictation at a given speed and at other
tilllOs are unable to do so.

If the teacher has failed to use proper

juncture the material tends to "run together" �'"ld thus breaks up the

thought pattern, a situation which distracts the student in recalling
outlines.

Or improper juncture sometimes resu.lts in improper sentence

construction.

If it sho1:u.d have been single bar juncture, but the pitch

went down, the st,1dent may conclude that it is the end of the sentence,
thus making two or more sentences where only one sentence was intended.
Or the reverse may be true.

If double cross juncture is proper and the

dictator allows the pitch to rise, the student may fail to recognize the
terminal juncture and thus continue into the thought of the next sentence.
Either of these si tuat:tons can result in the changing of the thought
expressed

in the dictation material.

In recent yea.rs the more modern shorthand teachers have discarded
a slavish devotion to exact pu!letuation.

There are still ma..11Y teachers,

however, who consider that unless the transcription is punctuated in the
same manner as the copy from which the dictation was given, a transcrip
tion error should be counted against the student's work.

There are others

who recognize that fallibility 0£ the copy as a standard,- and thus die..
tate the punctuation so as not to penalize the student.

In nc.i ther case

does the teacher recognize that the punntuation in the copy may not be
suitable at all for the material as she dictated it, and that it should
be disregarded if the student has used reasonable punctuation.
her intonation was such that she changed somewhat

That i$,

the idea of the person
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who had composed the original dicta.ti<.m material and the student punctuated
according�r.

An example of this occurred in a college class.

T!-ie teacher

dictated routine material in which the writer was giving information rela

-

tive to the sales of his company for the year.
the .first sentence

m. th

a period.

With an exclamation point.

Fifteen students concluded

One student concluded the srure senteri.ee

The one excla.mation point coming as it did in

the first sentence, so changed the tone of the uhole letter that the teacher
was impressed ., When asked why' she had used that particular mark, the stu•
dent replied: "Well, that's the way you said it. n Although a period had
been used in the dictation capy, the student unquestionab".cy improved the
letter when she raised the tone to a noro enthusiastic level, and the fact
truit she had "heardtt it in the intcnatim used by the teacher is an observed
example of the influence of this £actor on punctuation during transcription.
It is possible that in this case the teacher actually had used an enthusi•
astic tone heard by one

onl.3'•

If so, the teacher should be concerned that

fifteen others were merely :receiving assimilative material which did not
challenge their imaginations.

This type or situation would offer the

teacher an opportunity to point out to students the importance of
teni-pg for the intonation as a guide to punctuation.

!!!•

On the other hand,

if it is assumed that the voice of the teacher had not been as enthusi•
astii: as it had sounded to the one student, nevertheless, the meaning

-

conveyed to her had been enthusiastic.

And since the exclamation point

actually did improve the tone of the letter, her opinion was as important
as that of the teacher or the textbook, a situation cmtrlbut:ing to the
student• s gr0'1tth as an individual.
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One of the most difficult points of punctuation which students en
counter in all departments is the nonrestrictive clauses which must be set
off by commas as distinguished from the restrictive clauses which do not
raquire commas.

The question of whether a clause is restrictive or not can

result in undesirable classroolTl indecision. This type of problem is illus
trated by a situation which arose 1n a college class in intermediate short•
hand.

The problem resulted from the punctuation of a sentence found in the

textbook.

In this case the students did not know, the teacher was in doubt,

the sentence, which appears in
JO
ttVy
page
39,
is
punctuated
as
.follows;
Gregg Spead Building� Colleges,
arrl even the author herself seemed unsure.

recommendation, that his name

be

dropped from the list, was not followed."

The sentence was included in an English Style Study on the punctuation of
parenthetic elaments. Since the 0 parenthetic element" was introduced by the
word that, it was difficult to understand the author's viewpoint.
As a class project the students wrote to the author of that section
of the textbook and inquired as to the authority £or the punctuation used.
The author's very brief opinion indicated that the commas were used to give
more emphasis.

There was no authority cited for tho use of that to intro-

duce a nonrestrictive clause.
Paul Roberts in his Understanding Grammar states that the word that
was not used as a relative pronoun until the Early Middle English period.
During the eighteenth-century; however, it occurred "abundantly in non•
restrictive clauses" found in novels, but in modern English
31
only nth restrictive clauses. 11

tt�

is used

Other English writers substantiate this use of� in this type
32
of clause.
It can thus be shown that not only does English authority

-

31

frOfftl upon that as a. word to introduce a nonrestrictive olause, it for-

-----

------

bids it. The words who and which may be used £or that purpose, but that
. .

is never u.sed. In an article entitled "Recognizing Restrictive Adjective
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Clauses,"

.Tall.ace L. Anderson points out that there are several methods

which may be used to aid students in the recognition of nonrestrictive
clauses, one of which is the "pi toh•pause method. tJ He states in this
article that
For most students this is by tar the ·most effective met.hod at
dealing 1':i.tb the problem,. f-or it is based ai the student•s
f'ami.llarity with the structural patterna of the spoken language.
Unfortunatezy, it has not yet .found its way- into many texts. In
speaking we normally indicate res.trictive and nonrestrictl ve
clauses unequivoc�. If a clause is restrictive, we link it
with its substantive in one, continuous .flow or speech without
change of pitch. If it is normally restricted, we break _the
flo,r by a pause am a change of pitch between the substantive
and the adjective clauses • • • With this approach th�1 procedure
is simplec have the students read the sentence aloud • .;N._
By appl1i,ng the method described to the textbook sentence under
discussion, an unusual solution my- be f'ound. llere is a sentence vrhich
appears on first thought to be- one which cannot possi bl¥ cc.ntain a non
restr.i.etive clause. As it is writtAn in the shorthand book, however,
commas set

o£:t

a nonreetrlctive clause. When the pitch-pause method is

applied ., it seems that in this particular case, despite the opinion

-

ot

Roberts to tbe contrary, it is possible to introduoe a nonrestrictive
clause with the.t.

This opinion is based upon the phonemic importance o!

intonation to the meaning of spoken English. It is clear� in line with
the discussion above as to the pi tch-:pauae method of determining nonre

strictive clauses.
If the sentence is read aloud 'With the same intonatiai that is
used in the normal conversational tone of restricted clauses, the auth.ori ties
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on English usage are correct because the restrictive meaning is clear.
But if the sentence is read alou.d again in the normal tone, with the
pauses required by the punctuation, the clause is clearly' giving"addi•
tional information about the anteoedent," recommendat:1�1 and ha.a by
viirtue of intonation alone become a nonrestrictive clause in which the
cOJllllaS are justified.
Troublescm:t sentenoes would be .more easiq punctuated if both stu•
dents and teachers developed an •intonation sense" whieh would aid them
in "th:inkl.ng tbrou.gb"

the

intonation sounds even though they a.re reading

Bil.en�•
In this particular sentence, there seems to be no clear ansftr
to the question of proper punctuation, but after careful study during
which the sentence was read alwd several times, the caieluaion is
reached that 1tithou.t the canmas the sentence makes a somewhat breathless
statement and that it needs internal punctuation at some point.

HO\'rever,

as Roberts points ont� a sentence 111 th two primary stresoea. requiring
single bar juncture may have a pause without punctuation.
junoture requires the same pause as a �anma.

But tT10 bai

Whether two bar juncture

or cae bar juncture is ufJed depends upon the pitch.

If it ccntinues on

the same level ., the single bar juncture is used (and thus no punctuation).
If it rises a little but does not reach the next level a double bar

results.
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This sentence can defin1 tely be read with two bar juncture after
the word recamnendJilion and after the word list, and if so read can take
the ecanas because the intonation resulted in a parenthetic nonrestrictLve

clause.
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CHAPTER III

THE APPLICATION OF OTHER LINGUISTIC PRlNCIPIES
TO THE TEACHING OF GREGG SHORTHAND
The application

or

linguistic principles to the teaching of Gregg

shorthand is limited only by the teacher's knarrledge and resourcefulness.
Because modern short'h&nd is based on language I almost ever:, shorthand
lesson., elementary or advanced, offers the teacher an opportunity to
increase the linguistic insight of the student.

'ftrl.s linguistic insight

can be the difference between an understanding of the shorthand prl.n.ciples
which have been learned and the accumulation of shorthand principles ac•
quired, Without learning, through a. process of assin:d.lation.
In the previous chapter sane applloations of the phonemic theory
were made to ·the teaching ot the basic shorthand alphabet.

This relation

ship having been established, some other linguistic factors which

may'

likewise be applied -will be investigated in this chapter.

Phonetic Change

Asai.mi.lati on
The English l,aJ1gu.age is in a C01'1Gtant state of development, and
so long as this development continues, it can never be uniform.1 nor will
it becQlQe static.

This changing character of English is easily discerned

by a reference to Old and W.ddle English words Tddch are very di.fferent.
in many respects from the words in current usage.
sO'Wld of' words is known as phonetic change.

This evolution in the

It is not a sudden process,
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but one which occurs by imperceptible degrees, and one in ,mi.eh the
linguists have been able to define clearly in tems

or

1µ.storical develop

�nt patterns, and assign causes thereto.
Sane types of phonetic changes have been incorporated in the short
hand system and soire have not, but in eit.lier case questions arising out
of phonetic change are frequently brought to the attention of the tetloher.
For example, a student may raise a question as to wby the word income is
pronounoed /•in

whereas in a combination 'With the word
/•i")kam

•taeks/.

-

k'Jm/ ldth a definite division between the syllables .,

tax,

the pronunciation often becomes

'l'he linguistic answer is that it is a matter of phonetic

change which., in this instance, is knO¥rn as assimilation, a process whereby
l
one sound is changed to another under the influence of a "third."
That
is,

11 th.e

speech agents for the production of Clle eound are altered to a

position more like that of a neighboring sound.•
"harmonized l'1ith another that is close to it."

a

Thus one saind i$

.Assimilation as a process

whereby one sound is harmonized with another io a nontechnical explanation
which could be helpful in explaining word changes to students.
One simple example of assimilati<n is that in which
to /n/ because of the influence of

/IJ/ in

/>;J/ is

changed

the substandard pronunciation

of the •ord length, a p.roriunoiation scaetd.mes heard in the classroom.
Kost people s� /'ls, 8 / or /l.e;YJkD/. When it is pronounced /lenD/, it is
an accidental pronunciation arising out of the individual's inability to
control the muscle lfhen the change from the velar
Thus the /1J/ ia changed to

/n/ under

/>;/

to the /J/ is made.

the inf'luenee of /1 /.

In the two cases ci ted1 a phonetic change has occurred, but the

Wl
change has been phooetic only.
changed.

Nothing in the. phanelllic pattern has

It is possible, ho.rever, for phonetic. change to result in

phonemic ehange beol;l.uae of s� factor l1i th a oondi t1 oning effect upon
the allophones.

When the phonetic changes oocur,

.

"new patterns

of con-.

4

trast arise ., tt sanetimes -with the result that "allophones become phcnemes. •
An example of a phonemic change re�ulting from a phonetic change
is found in the phonem

/'J/ which

is written in shorthand as /, /�

hi was

at one � an allophone of the phoneme /n/.

the

sound becrure

/n/

phonetically /:sing/.,

hi,

/>J/

sou.pd

/n/

_otherwis�.

/k/

or

/g/

The word� ,ras

Through phonetic change the /g/ was dropped and the

w-o:rd phonetica� beoam
raised the

but remained

Before

The

11 to

/si1/

in contrast to /sin/.

the status of a phoneme

hi,

this Gleason says,
but also left

hi

with a peculiar distribution; �nly it occurs in those places Tihere
dropped, or where it is foll01red by

/k/,

/g/

or� it has appeared by

other changes. tt
· This- is the explanation for the shorthand character representing
the

3 in words

like -sing and also the

-/nl

$! sourxl ·which is

same character w.t th a slight modification ( ......... ) •

basicalJ.3 the

The ngk sounds in

words like sank is an assimilation resulting from the infiuenee of the-

N upon

/n/ aound because
that sound has been superseded by a phonetic change to /'>;J/. '1'hus the same
sound appears in both� and sank, except that a, /k/ has been added to
the/':)/.

the

so,

before it.

It has ceased to have an

/ I symbol

in shorthand there is the ?J
6
sent also /ry< / (',,.,..) .

(,) modified to repre-

The assimilation process may be further illustrated with words

which are taught together in ShOI"thand classes. These are the word

-

-

beginnings con- and oc;n. which are both derivatives of the Latin
The original

/m/ is

-
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cum-.

unassi.mi.lated before labial and labiodental con•

sonants and thus ,vords such as COl!l£01Uld, oombine, and comfort retain the
/n/ • Whereas tho

/m/

has been assimilated to /n/ in words like cond•mn

and constant as a re1ult or its poai ti.on before alveolar consonants.
It may be that assimilation £actors are the under�ng reason fw
the pronunciation change in wOl'ds like � a..nd dutz which cause such
confusion in a subject like shortJ1.and.

Thanas has suggested th.at the

apparentJ.¥ gratuitous insertion by Bri. tish and Canadian speakers of an
/s/ in these words are not such.

They represent assimilations which have

been developed from the instability 0£ /ty/ and /dy/ because of the
delicacy of tongue adjustmant.

Thus ., what the speaker intends to pro

nounce as /dyuwti/ and. /tyu,m/ changes to /dzu!Jfti/ and /tcrmn/• The
pronunciation difficulty which results in assiltlllatton would seem to be
an argument £or those llho believe the American pronunciaticn of. these
words as /durli/ and /tmm/ should become the standard.
In defining this process of assimi.lation, new facts are presented

in relation to the question which arose in tha preceding chapter as to

-

why soma of the words With the so...called u souna were vlrl tten

/fyurr/

while others were written /nlJj///. One important reason given by modern
linguists involves the physical difficulty which arises when certain
combinations are attempted.

The

/y:/ is

this causes the change in some words.

not stable in oll positions and

It is stable in the initial position

in words like � /ym,z/ 1 after labial consonants as in

I!! /pyuw/1

after

•
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velars as in cube/'quvto/, and after /h/ as in � �/.

In these

positions the /y/ is heard in the pronunciation of .....
u sounds.
.

1l'tl.s sound

is stable because bi none or the cases cited "is the tongue position
affected by neighboririg sounds, since the neighboring sounds are in eveey
7
instance tar enough away in the mouth to prevent interference."
After the alv�olar consonants and othe� the shift to /y/ "'is
delicate and difficult," and thus we have the assimilative form."
Dissimilation
Phonetic changes sometilOOs result from the prooess or dissimilation
in which the ttawkward repetition of a sound is obviated by the anission
or change of the sound in one of i t.'3 occurrencea."
Students w.t th aler� inquiring minds .frequently ask questions in
a shorthand class as to why a� particular word 1.s -written as it appears
in the shorthand dictionary.

For e."<ample, the word S!l:YZ'ise is expressed

in shOi"tlland as ( � ) � as it properly should be, but in the student ta
pronunciation it is /s-,prays/ and the
therefore ., to be superfluous.
understood by the student.

!. in

too first syllabl& seems to her,

The linguistic answer is simple and is ea�ily

-

In this- word ., the sGcond r is awkward, and

consequently the /r/ coloring has been lost in the student's normal speech
because of "the dissimilative effect of the /r/ in the secorl.d syllable•"
Other consonants beside /r/ are lost by dissimi.lation.

In the

wot>ds iovernment and environment many people do not pronounce the /n/1
and in words like candidate, the first

/d/ is

lost by the dissimtlat.1.ve

effect of the /d/ in the last syllable.
Linguists have found that in dissimilation the "first occurrence
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of the sound in the word is more likel.y to be c�1.1zcd than the second."

The understanding of this linguietie P' inciple can be of consider

able value in the teaehii1g o! elementary shol'thand in helping the student
understand where her problem lies. Students ten:l to "heart• aommon words
in dictation as they themselves pronounce them. T}iose students who do

not listen to the small distinctions 1n the pronunciation of the dictator
will also be the ones who incorporate in their shorthand writing those
speech lapses which have becoma so habitual with th8II). that they are auto
matic responses to any pronunciation similar enough even to �uggest the

word to them. Students Tlbo pronounce the word library as

/•lay beri/ are

not likel.y to writ.a the shorthand word with tm /r/, nor is the student who
consistently pronounces secretary as /selQter1/.
)(etathesis
one other type 0£ phonetic chcnge included here is metathesis whieh

1s a "reversal of the order of souixls. n It is not impcrtant to the teaching
of shorthand except in a fn instance& whe:re students· are using prefixes

which include /r/. There are some words ouch as perspire in which the stu•
dent reverses the so'Uide and says prespire. Thomaa states that even though

metathesis does not hequent;ey occur, it is at times the key to pronunciation
problems 1il ich otherwise are unexplainable.

llhen a teacher com.es to understand principles or phonetic change such

as theae, her own perspective may be changed because she is in a better
position to evaluate the words incorrectly written. Words of this type will.,
generally speaking, no longer be 'twrong" but will raise a question as to

-

wby they were not correctzy written. This kind of knowledge places the
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teacher in a far better position for doing intelligent remedial work.
Thus in helping the student to under.stand that she has not actually

missed a shorthand form at all, but that her speech habits are involved .,
the teacher is helping the student to gain a better in.rlaht into her own

speech habits and also in the subject matter con.cernec.
Dialect
There have been no contJ'olled studies made to determine the in•
fluence ., if any, of dialect upon the learning of shorthand in its present
textbook form,

There is sufficient evidence, hcmever, to indicate that

dialect may be an influential factor in those cases in which beginning

shorthand students cvnsisten� fail to gain an insight into the basic
concepts upon which the shorthand outlines are predicated.
A study o! the system as represented in the textbooks in relation
to the linguistic factors upon which it is based ., indicates that the
failure to ocnsider dialect influences could lead to a lack of insight
on the part of the student into cono:epts necessary to a high degNe of
proficiency.

It even seems possible that it could be the indirect reason

for, or at least a contributing factor to, the tremendous n\llllber of
students who drop out or t.lie courses

9

or who never reach a job prof.icieney.

Because the Gregg alphabet expresses thirteen v<YNel sounds rd th
five· symbols, the question of dialect 1s not as evident as it otherwise
wo-.ud be.

For example ., the symbol for the t;rc phonemes /a/

-

diphthon6al glide /ow/ are all expressed by the o hook.

/o/ ., and the

This use of one

symbol makes the various pronunciations of these par-ticular sounds less

10
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obvious, but it does not reduce the studentts need for insight into the
dialectal factors involved. It is possibJa that this fact accounts for
the assignment of so few symbols to the vowel phonemeth It ma_v be that
Gregg did recognize the influence of dialect in the learning of shorthEnd
as a language art·. In his desire .for brevity, however, he oould have
reduced the number of �ols assigned by Bl'OUping thAm as he did. This
procedure would th'W! avoid the necessity of having to di£terantiate all
the dialectal forms �s a phonetic �ystOJn does.
In order to determine whether this viewpoint sacrificed essential
elements for the sake of b:-evity• two factors must be recognized and dis•
tinguished as having separate !unctions. The system. known as Gregg Short

-

hand is b�sically nothing more than a graphemic system of writing 1'hieb
represents by symbol. tnost of the sounds already established in the phonemic
alphabet. Thia idea of basing shorthand systems upon phonetic sounds rather
than upon letter alphabets, is a modern development in whioh Gregg played a
large part, but his system is, nevertheless, a graphem1c one only.
A graph8!!1e is a distinctive 'Writing unit which may have allographs
in the ·same manner as. a phonema, has allophones. It may be said that the two

-

shorthand foJ;"tDS used to express the sound of 'Ware in complementary dis-

tr:tbution graphemically as well as phonemically, and thus the second form

-

is an allograp h of the grapheme w.
.John Robert Gregg invented neither phonamios nor phonetics. What he
invented was .a graphemic ayst81ll or writing which wouJd eJCpress more quickly
the sounds already established by linguists. and for which phonetic alphabets
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and phonemic alphabets also had been established.

His system has more

racili ty for writing the symbols, bu.t it lacks the linguistic
which are to be .found in the phonemic and phonetic alphabets.

refinements
His contri

bution wa.s a graphemic method of expression which was scientifically
designed to be written at high rates of speed.

It is entirely possible,

therefore, that without the aid of current educational studies in the

psychology of learning and without the aid of modern linguistic research,
he failed to realize the importance ot supporting material to be used by
the teacher in adapting the system, as expressed in the textboolc1 to local

or indivi.dual speech oondi ti ms,
The idea or dialectal di!'f'erenoes in the United States 1s not a
JIG"th.

Research in linguistic geograph;y has determined that there are

three major dialects in the United States, and consequentl,y there can be
no standard American pronunciation.

The three major dialects are known as Hidland or aeneral American,
Northern ., and Southern.

In recent years the linguists have been able to

re-classify the two Northern and Southern areas into six, making a total
of seven distinguishable dialects.

The llidland or General American dia

lect covers a ldde baoo of the Ullli.ted States toward the west coast £ran
the east.

It may be safel,y assUJOOd, however, that somewhere in this vast

area there lf:ill also be some dialects which vary £ran the General American.,
but they have not yet been the subject of specific research on a broadi
basis.
The fact that 201 000 schools

ll

students each year in Gregg shorthand classes is of some
The

12

enroll appraximatezy 800,000

significance.

fact that the students represent a cross section of every dialect
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area and that, for some reason not yet deterlllined, approximately 400 1 000
13
of them never reach job proficiency ie even more significant •.
In a study made by the Business Education Service of the Virginia
State Department �Education,

it was found that for the school year

1954-55 there were 6,605 public school students enrolled in beginning

shorthand, while only 2,392 enrolled in second year the following fall.·
It was known that of the total number of drop-outs, 1 1 331 were enrolled
in schools which offered only one year of shorthand or were graduating
seniors, leaving a total of 2,991 unaccounted for.

In April of 1956 the

Business Education Service, in cooperation with 137 schools, undertook a
survey to detemine, if possible, why the number of drop-outs is consist
ently high. A total of

4,574

students participated in the survey in which

questionnaires were used. Whan analyzed, the answers of this large group
of students seem� to have important implications.
The significant facts from the study which should be pointed out
here are the major causes of drop-out and failure as implied by the pupils
in the questionnaires:
(1) lack of patience and understanding on the part of the short
hand teacherJ (2) lack of lo.1owledge of the usefulness and importance
of shortharxi; (3) a feeling that tho shorthand class was paced too
fast for the students to grasp; (4) monotony; (5) among the passing
group, rear of failure in the second year; and (6) the one most
important reason, nervousness resulting from the pressure of taking
shorthand dictation.
The causes cited are, of course, quite subjective, but they are
significant when read together.

The combined answers strongly indicate

a lack of insight into either the problems of the teacher or the subject
matter of shorthand.

This insight, or lack of it, was not mentioned
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speoifically, but it represents the underly.i.ng cause for the subjective

reasons given by the students who feared failure in the second year.
This is true also whore the pace was too fast, where severe nervousness
resulted from dictation, and it aooounted for much

or

the monotony £actor.

Another significant point is that S®ie o:t the students with good
grades had the same feeling of insecurity as those who did not have good
grades.

It seems, therefore, that when teachers are grading student work,

they do not always ?'ecognize this laok of insight into the subject matter
and are thus grading m scm&
has been

basia o'ther th.an an understanding

or what

taught.

In an effort to help teachers increase the holding power ot short
hand for the second year, the study sets out a number 0£ suggestions which
it hopes will be helpful in improving the situ.ation.

A careful study of

these suggestions_. however, reveals that they are not basic to the problem.
All of the suggestions appended to the report are already incorporated
into a sta�ard methodology oouree tor the teaching of shorthand and con
sequently served � as a reminder to the teachers reading it.

The fact

that these suggestions, e\ren when follow-ad, have not proved successful.,
points toward one

or

two things l Either the teachers now engaged in the

teaching of shorthand are not sufficient]¥ prepared in this type ot
ioothodology, or 1t is not adequate to hold the interest of large bodies
of students and at the

Sam$

time produce the required proficiency•

Every reason given by the students for the drop.out attitudes
points strongzy to a fault sa:oewhere in the teaching approach.

At one

plaoe the study indieates that "shorthand is a language art to be read
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and written w.t th understanding, not by rote."
standing supposed to come .from?

But where is this under

The whole first year textbook is built

upon a theory of constant routine and repetitive practice ,; with no
linguistic explanations at all to help the student understand the signif•
icanee

or

what is being done or to relate the subject matter

language or any other· correlation factor.

nth

her own

The suggestions made at the

conclusion of the study admit this fact to a considerable extent when it
says:
There seems to be •• • s0100 misconception among shorthand pupils
about the way to study a skill subject, and it might be well for
teachers to reconsider what might be done to give students an
understanding af hem the shorthand skill is deveJ.oped. It might
be a good idea to expl,ain that the books have autaoatic review
and that it is not necessary to go back and review all the lessons·
given prev:i.ous� during any one grading period. �oi
back for
�
review purpose13 ie q ommon practice in � genera e uoalionsu¼eot.s,
st>'iifents often th!nk tlia� are
aulTictent review in shortli�d. (!tallosriifiiej°JS ·

:ci!

.

'

-------

::Ef. ge¥§

It can thus be seen that the textbook haa a built-in methodology
not to be· disturbed by either students or teachers.

Future teachers lVho

are indoctrinated with a philosophy such as this will have li ttl.e oppor

tunity to gain expressi'Ve insights and understanding into the subject
matter and IllUBt eventual:cytextbook.

£all back upon the routine prooedures of the

To disregard the student• s Vim.point as to a need of review

for no reaaon other than the fact

that the textbook has a buil-Wn

r&view-,>resumabzy to cover all situations-is to give to the inanimate
textbook the status of supreme authority in the teaching and learning
processes.

If large �ou.ps feel that their basic insecurity is coming from

a lack of periodic review, 1 t would seem that studies are in order to
determine wether there is a psychological need for periodic review given
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for the purpose of verbalizing information already taught. It may be that
the review is necessary in order for t ha student to gain an insight into

the process as a whole, and the question should not aummari'.cy be dropped
beoause a textbook writer has indicated that no review: is needed with his
text.
The underlying cause of drop.outs in such large numbers will never
be removed except through an examination and evaluation of every possible
contributing factor. These contributing factors include the general back
ground of the students, their preparation in English, the level of their
English usage, tha particular class situation, the accepted methodology
in relation to the psychology of learning shorthand, and aey other extrane
ous factors which may have aey bearing upon a student•s progress or lack
of it. All of these things should be studied in relation to the existing
textbook materials in order to determine whether they are adequate in

scope and whethel" their presentation of principles is suffioiently flexible
to be taught in varying.classroom situations arising out of geographical,
sociological, and inteUectual factors.
The study at hand further points out that. ttit se81DS.paradoxica1 that
a large number of pupils who passed shorthand did not tac e the second year
beeau$e they feared failure. Although the pupils had received good grades
they still lacked �ui'£ici�nt eon!idence in themselvee to c ontinue." Sureq
this fear of failure mu.st stem from the student's recognition of her otf?l
lack of inaight and ite importance as a factor in the auoc•as. of a eeoond
year.

The problem seems· to revolve around the question as to what can be

done to give the student a greater opportunity of gaining the insight
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she is searching for and 'l'fhich she must have if the advanced shorthand
structure is not to coll.apse beoause of a weak foundation.
One very large contribution the teacher can make is to be certain

that she and the student are actually speaking the same language and that
they both understand how their spoken language is related to the short..

band outlines and principles as they are presented in the textbook.
Even in small areas, dialectic differences are often apparent.
It the teacher creates a

phonetic awarenes� in the classroan, differences

becane more ev.i.dent and therefore assume their place in the learning

-

situation. In one case, f.or example, the lford car was written on the
blackboard in shorthard. to illustrate the principle of writing a circle
between two opposing curves.

-

the final r.

The word was being wr1 tten out ,,,,.-..o_,/ with

A student from Eastern Virginia raised the question as to

-

why the second r v,as

m. tten,

since "it is not sounded. tt

In oases of this

type, a teacher with some knowledge o.f linguistic geograpey will be able

to assist the student by explaining her dialect peculiarity in dr0pping the

-

final r as compared to the dialect being illustrated and whioh requires

-

the final r. '.Chis ia a far more appropriate and effective teaching method
than that Yhich would impl3" the incorrectness of the student•s TI.ewpoint.·
Without this type of assistance the student woulcl continue throughout th&

-

course wondering why the r was written at tbe end of words when th�re was

-

no r sound there.

But when handled as a linguistic problem, the student

has not o� gained an insight into her own dialect, she has also had a
learning barrier removed.

As other dialectic

-

factors arise, she will

event'llal.q notice that she also drops the r in positions other than at the

end of the word, and; .finally, by .ana.zysie she will understand that in her
dialect, dropping of the final!. and the! preceding consonants is common

practice, but one which must be compared with others when learning or
teaching shorthand.

A trained phonetician can distinguish "one hundred and thirty sepa•
rate vowel sounds in English."

16 While it is true that the English system

does not require that all of the possible variations be labeled and managed
by each individual, the fact remains that the variations are part of the
spoken language.

In classifying the one hundred am thirty separate vowel

sounds aa allophonic variants of nine phonemes, the variant sounds have
not been discarded; therefore, where they interact with the environment
in such a manner as to create a problem, the problem should be recognized
and considered as a reality.
The speech of individuals is ao intimately related to them as individ
uals that they are scarcely ever conscious of the exact sounds ltlioh they
produce. When they find themselves in a situation where the difference is

very obVious, so obvious that it is definitely axxl easily reoogniaed, it
'becomes merely a frustration and not a clarification. Few things can add
more to personal social disoantort than tha realization that the individ•

ual 1� speech is conspicuous by its difference. And the yery fact that
individuals do not recow.iize their speech peculiarities 1n most instmoes
would indicate that it would be entirely possible for problama to arise
out of tn� epaech peculiarity without any awareness on the part of the
student. This type of anal,ysis leads to the possibility that students

who have difficulty inapplying principles which they,have learned in shorthand
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Their problem goes direct'.cy back to their lack of ear-li teraoy,

lessons.

their inability to make the spelled-out sounds materialize into phonetic
A mature student in -a beginning shorthand college class and an

words.

above-averages _student in oth•r coursee had great difficulty Td th this
important factor, and at the end of the year had not reao�d the desired
goal in speed because the phonetic word sounds failed to reach her.

She

reported that on several occasions when sbe had studied aloud at home,
her f'ifteen-year-old son could instantzy tell what the ";TOrd was from the
phonetic pronunciation, and he> 0£ course, had no kn0'i7ledge of the subject
at all.

-

No amount of repetition to the efteot that students must write
aocording to sound will be effective w1 th any student who does not "hear"
what the teacher 'believes she is hearing.
awareness

or

It is not difficult, once an

the problem is established, to understand

the

mental confusion

whieh can arise from the inability or the student to "hear" the dictation

in terms of the way the words are written in the shorthand diotionary.
This question of what the student tthears tt is i.Jnportant and deserves
some scientific study to determine what ei'fect it has on the· ability of

the student to translate it into the textbook outline.
No scientific experiments are available in this are�.

Hcmever.,

in connection with this question.,. several inf'ormal studies and experiments
were undertaken in college classes in beginning and advanced shorthand.

The first •as devised with the idea 0£ determining in a tentative way what
students "bear" when common words in dictation are pronounced with

variations arising out of a dialect form which ia unfamiliar to the student.
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In this test, the key word was afraid.

A dialect dictionary

disclosed several variations in its pronunciation, and three of them -were
used.

One pronunciation, and probably the most widespread, is /�frayd/1

the second is that found in the Eastern Virginia dialect

/a fred/,

and

the t.'lird is the -.southern mountain form afeard /1fird/.
In a three minute dictation, the word afraid was used six times.
It was pronrunced three times as /ifrayd/, twice as

/arred/,

and the

sixth time as afeard /�fird /.
Of the more than fifty who participated, not one student recorded
a c:hange in the form to correspond with the change in pronunciation
except in the case or afeard, which in most cases was not recorded at all.
There ere ten who stated afterwards that they pronounced the word /�£red/.
Of these ten, on:cy two had written /afred/, but these two had consistently
written /�£red/ fer all :five pronunciations.
revealed that of the ten

Summariz�, the experiment

'Who pronounced the word as

/a fred/

onJ.Y two

wrote it as they pronounced it and they gave as a reason for doing so:
"That's the wa:y I thought the word ,1as written and I did not hear you Stq'
anything different. tt

0£ the ten who pronounced the word as

/a fred/,

eight

"Wrote it a� htrayd/ cmsistently and gave as a reason: "That's the wq
it is

written in the book. n The students in the latter group did not ·

conseiou.s4" hear either sound.

They wrote from memory.

Of the remaining

students who participated, all except one wrote /afrayd/ without being
conscious or the pronunciation because that was the way they pronounced
it and that was the way- it was. shonn in the textbook.

Only one student

was conscious that there was a variation in the dictator1s pronunciation.
This student had m-i tten the word consistently as

h frayd/

"because I knew

6o
that waa the right way to pronounce it and I didn•t knC1r1 'What you were
doing to ·keep changing it like that. it
The pronunciation or the mountain dialect form

/o fird/ was

pur

posesly placed in the last sentence so as not to intrude upon the two
other pronunciations used.

This sentence reads

"Although we regret. that

we are unable to ooropzy with your request, we are afeard that to do so
would disrupt our personnel pollcies. n
Simultaneously ,tl th the laot word dictated, pencils went dorm.
on the tables and hands went up with the questiont

ltrlhat was that word

toward the last--it sounded something like ttfear 0 but that doesn tt make
sense?tl
Despite the .fact that the students were supposed to be writing
:from sound and that from the conte:kt they could act� have deciphered
the strange form, all students except five left .a blank space for the
word and :finished the dictation without it.

The five who did not blank

it ., "just wrote something down• •• didn't know what you said.tt
This and a number of other such experiments plainly showed
cbvious dialectic differences even within a conmunity as small as the
class group.

It seemed that they also indicated to some extent that

students, at least within these groups ., are not learning to write by
sound as is pQpularly supposed, but from memory or by analogy w:1. th
memorized outlines, or from spelling visualizations.
One oI the surprising .factors resulting from the test with tho
key word afraid ,vas the reaction

or

a etudent who had almost given up

the study of shorthand because of what appeared to be some type

or

mental
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block. The mental block was dissolved in the happy discovery that her main
trouble was the £act that she 0didn't talk like everybody else." And this
appeared to be true.

Having a strong Eastern Virginia dialect in some words,

she pronounced afraid, for example, as /�!red/ and had never understood why

-

the a circle was used.

It developed that she had asked the teacher earlier

in the course wey the! was in the shorthand form and the teacher had replied

that it was pronounced /;;.frayd/, but even so the student had not 1•heard 11 the

distinguishing sound which the teacher had made, and she had continued never
theless to -write the!_ circle because it was written that way in the book,

And she had continued to do so without any understanding of the sound upon
which it was based.
Another troublesome spot fran the dialectal standpoint is the Gregg
expression of :, as in father with the a circle an.d the o as in hot with the
o hook.
As has already been shown, these two sounds represent only one pho
neme, and thus if they are uttered as two sounds, one must be an allophone
resulting from dialect.
not.

lfaI\V people pronouooe these two alikeJ others do

If the beginning shorthand student disti�"llishes them, then she has

no problem because there are t1ro symbols to represent them.

But :if the

student pronouncee them the same way, a problem does arise whether or not .
the student and teacher are aware of it. Each time the principles are pre
sented for the first time, one or more students 1':i.ll raise the question as
to why two different symbols represent one sound.

If the teacher understands

wby two different symbols are used, then this group will have little trouble
thereafter on this point. The problem arises with those who are not
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conscious of their pronunciation or who are not particular� alert and
therefore do not raise qu.esU.ona which would lead to enlightening explana•
tion.

.

.......

'.I.be result may be that they write � .....
o hook far the sound in hot
.

and that they m.te the circle for the sound in father, but if so they lf'ill
be spelling it out from the orthographic .form and not from the sound.

In

this ease, they are not on'.cy writing without any insight into this specific
problem, they are building up habits of �l-iographic visualizations which
will confuse them in other instances when they "hall" rememer tt a phonetic
form in s� other word.
The matter or dialects encountered by .students and teachers of
Gregg shorthand raises important quest.i.ons in connection with the textbook
presentation.
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CHAPTER IV
LEXICOGRAPHY A.'ID OR'.l'HOORAPHY
Lexicography and orthography are two phases or linguistics which
are often neglected in tbe teaching of shorthand and transcription.
Although no letter i.s considered mailable which has a misspelled word
and even though the advanced textbooks have vocabular,y lists which are
both general and technical, there is little dooe in the WfJ3' of overt
teaching in this area. One reaa-0n £or this is that the tire is so
limited for teaching shorthand itse� that many teachers feel that they
can give a.t the most only the time required for dictation and checking
of the vocabulary lists. A second reason why these linguistic factors
are not acti-o-ely taught is that they are not stressed in the methodology
courses as being inq:>ortant and consequently, many teachers lack the
preparation necessary to the eldll1'ul presentation of this type of
material.
A knowledge of the basic elements in orthography al'Xi lexicography
g1. ves the teacher an opportunity to intersperse much language information
throughout the courses in shorthand. A student who gains r;ome idea as to
why the spelling has genex-al:cy lost touch with phonetic soung w.111 have
less trouble remembering the absurd spellings beoause they have more
JEaning for her. A student who learns to enj ey the use of a dictionary
while in school will have formed a habit of' great value to her.
The results of important business studies indicate that there is a
high correlation bet-ween an individual's vocabulary and his riso in the
business world.
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Lexicography
The dictiona.I)" is considered by many to be "the finest single
instrument for cultivating the mind. 11 tet, as one writer has statedt
Unless somebody ha.staken the trouble to orient us and make
(it) come alive, •.• • (it) does not seem to have much personal
relation to us. • • .• The diotiomry helps bridge that gap be
tween the personal, local1 universal P3. rma.nent language and
literature of the English-speaking peoples. Bridging that gap
is education, fld we spel'Xi our lives at it; the dictionary is
there to help.
Because of' its importance 1n geruJral education, one of the majox-.
teaching responsibilities in every department is that of orienting stu•
dents in relation to the dictionary and its particular applications 1n
connection with the subje-ot matter being taught.

This is no less true

in the business departments than in the English departments.
The shorthand teacher who is, herself,. oriented in the use of the
dictionary, will recognize and teach the fact that "no one book oan be a
•supreme authorityt on every word or usage in the English language"J she
will lmo1' that a 11 thorough acquaintanoe11 with the dictionary used is
essential �o the evaluation of its level of authority and for its proper
uaeJ aha Will know that "dictionaries differ in their·accuraoy and their
completeness, but that they differ most 1n the clarity of their expression"J
she ·will know that different dictionaries use different standards.for mark
ing pronunoiationJ she

will

know that even the latest and perhaps most

effective dictionaries have no linguistic starxiard for the system of syl
labication used by themJ she will knew that the dictionary 1s a source of
correct spelling am acceptable syllabication to be used in connection with
her shorthand and transcription classes; she will know, also, that there are
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------ -

diotiona�ies which are very useful in the shorthand classes as a source of
word etymology in oonneotion with the rules covering ,rord beginnings, root

--------·

words and derivative lfOrd form.a; aha Will knO\'I that in many instances more

than one dictionary should be consulted for both pronunciation and defini•
tion; abe will Jmow, too, that the dictionary pronunciation represents a
usage which the edi\ors believe is, or should be1 the correct form, but

that such usage as shown therein does not necessarily result in an accurate

-

representation of what is spoken; she will recognize, by comparison with
other dictionaries, the �ectional bias sometimes indicated and 1'111 point
this out in the teaching of shorthand outlines where the information i s
pe:vtinent; ahe will recognize that there are ma?zy" kinds of dictionaries,
designed for maey kinds of purposes, and she will inform her classes as to
the important features of those with which she is familiar; she will refer
to the Amer.loan Dialect Dictionary llhen a problem involving dialect arises J
3
she will c1te !!'! Etymological Dictionaxz � � English Language in connec-

·-

-----·

tion with the linguistic origin of word beginnings, word endings, as well
.

as root words and their derivative .forms; she will cite the Oxford English

- 4

Diotionaq as the hiatorlcal source for the first known use of an English
wordJ Md finally, she Will oita the two American English di.otionaries 1

! Dictionary � American

5

English and

! Diotionaq � Americanisms,

6

as

sources 0£ information for purely American words and ellpressions such as

---

fascinator and lost cause.
Although sach of the standard dictionaries for classroom use has
something to comJn8nd it.1 outstanding English authorities whose writinglf are
current suggest that for general-purpose use, the naw and modern Webster's

!?! World Dictionary is

the first choice.
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fibe spelling ot Englishwox-ds has.,. to a great extent• lost touch

with pronunciation and has becQme 1 therefo�, relatively unphonetic. The
main cause of this lack ot corre�pondence has beanpronunc1at1on

itoelt

which bas. changed ttso often and se radica1:cy-• that spelling has not be•n
able to keep abNaet.
Althoush �t al•�s phonetic, Old English represented a closer
correspondence between symbol and sound than modern English does becau.86

of the fact
English times Wltil today-, spelling has
.
.that from Garly modem
.

remained relativeq static while pronunciation baa been1n a constant state
of change and developnent.
Se4!lliryt

The study of orthograpey is divided into two- parts_a _•palling am
syllabication. Because the spelling is not phoMtic, it is difficult to

make at\f set of rules which can be depended upon in all circumstances. The

question et correct ,pelllng ia, however, •er,- iaponant 1n the teachin3
ot tranaoription. Ant exercise 'Which will aid the otudent in avoiding con
stant ref'erence to a diotionary should be helpful. A suryey of available
orthographic lite,:-ature indicates that such aids are available and trcm

these the most practical should be aeleoted £or use by \he transcription
teacher. OM 'Way- to use them is to pro-.ide tor eaoh s.tudent in the class
a set of Umited rules lilieh will be applicable in all situations they pur

port to cover. The student mq then refer to the spelling l'Ules instead of
t.o a diotiona:ry \Ulttl the principles have been learned through use.

Syllabication

-

The most troublesOllle point in the teaching o£ transcription form.
is the division of words at the end of the typed line.

An ttincorrectzy"

divided word is always a black mark against the student•s offering.

It

the word is divided at all, it must be divided correot:cy-, and herein
lies the oause of the teaching difficulty: there ie no established
standard which may be set up as an authori -ey.

This means that in the

end, the instru.ctor•s responsibili-ey is not that of teaching rules
for syllabication, but the development of judgment in the division of
words where such division 'Will increase the appearance ot the letter.
The general rule is that as few words as possible should be
divided and that may even �an no division at all.

According to at least

one text; "sOl'!S business firms have a rule that no words are to be diVlded
8
regardless o.f the appearance of the right margin. tt
A rule such as this
may be the result of experience derived from. the examination of letters
.
written by secretaries who consistently made absurd word divisions which
detraoted from both the sense and the tppearance of the letter.

But

whatever the reason tar the rule, it is contrary to the over...all
consideration

or

letter placement which is that the letter should appear

to be a "black picture in a white frame.••

A �11.olent:cy- uneven right

margin destroys not only this picture effect, but it gives the whole letter
an un'balanced, one-sided appearanoe.
Although there is this definite division of authority in the matter
of right margins, the better position seems to be that the letter should
have a well-balanced placement and
divided accordingly.

that words should, therefore, be

If this division is made with intelligent judgment .,
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it can improve the lette:r•s appearance with no unhappy effects.
There are teachers who follow the View stated above and allow
Ji ttle or no word division.

The danger of adopting one arbitrary

viewpoint in a situation of this kind lies in the fact that the student
is a potential secretary who may work for those in business who value
the picture effect in letters bearing their signature and they therefore
require an even right margin.

Secretaries without experience in word

division not only have trouble with the typing aspects, but also with
the detel'Ilti.nation of syllable-juncture points.

A business man who

requires even right margins could be highly irritated by a division such
as instan-ce.
The cardinal rule for word division and the onl3" one 'Which may
be established authoritv is that words may be divided on)¥ between
syllables.

The student or secretary must decide, hCM"ever, where the

syllables begin and end and whioh syllable-junction point to choose.

Although the syllable is the "unit of division, u a surprising4'
large number of incoming students do not aatualzy- knON 1rhat a syllable
is.

Many

can

recite a memorized formula such aa •A syllable is a letter

or group of letters which can be pronounced as a single sound�"

9

or

"A syllable represents a sound made by one voice impulse and oontair'8
one vow-el• tt

and still be incapable of recognizing a syllable.

Both

or the definitions cited are taken from authoritative sources, but even
so, they are totally meaningless to most students.

For example, a

di vision like the one oi ted for instan-ce seems correct to the student
acting upon the first rule given.

The � represents "a letter or group

or
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-

letters pronounced as one sound.•

Many young students would look upon

the ce as being a group of letters, as containing a vowel, and as being
one long "hiss" sound.
The limited class time

11ill

not allow, perhapa, a lengthy in

vestigation or study of syllabication.

But saDe syllabication procedures

should be presented and some exercises worked out to give the student
specific experience in this area of orthography.

As teachers they will

have need of this experience and no less so as seoretaries.
When presenting linguistic matters to students, whether in short.
hand classes or otherwise ., the teacher should be very careful that all
the neoeasary terminology is used.
year shorthand text should make

it

Experience in teaching the first
evident to the teacher that there are

UlaJ\V instances when the author aasumea that the student will understand
that he means the sound of the letter expressed in the rule rather than
the appearance of an alphabetic letter.

This is true also in maey of the

rule$ expressed by English handbooks or varlous kinds.

-

The ce at the end

of the word instance is not a syllable although a vo.vel actualJ,y appears
in it, and for the simple reason that it contains no vowel sound.
word m,rcedes, the

2! becomes

In the

a syllable because it has a vowel sound or

sonant.
Ii' the teacher has used the phonemic terminology in explaining the
basic sounds, the teaching of syllables and their characteristics follows
natura� and with little difficulty.

A syllable consists

or

one or more

phoneioos, the main one of which is a vC1He-l sound kno,m ae the son.ant.
The subordinate phonemes in the syllable are the consonants.

A syllable

must have � one sonant which may stand alone as a syllable, or which
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may have one or more consonants also.

In

respect to their function in the syllable, English phonemes

fall into three groups;

There are phonemes which are al\Tays sonantal,

others mich may be either sonantal or consonantal, and there are phonemes
which are always consonantal. Thus the vowel phonemes in

.E!:. and � are

always sonantal, the semivowel.a, liquids, and nasa.ls are sometimes one and
sometimes the other, and the fricatives, affricates, and stops are always

--

-

-

--

consonant�l, as in va.l'Ve, dispatch, and bob.

The types of syllables may be divided into four categories,

those

-

which consist of a sonant only as in awe, those in which the son.ant is
preceded by a consonantal soum as in law, those in which the sonant is

followed by a consona.ntal sound �sin!!• and finally those in which the

-

sonant is both preceded and follovred by one.or more consonants as in lamb.
In two-syllable words these types will appear by twos. For ex.ample,
the word ago is a. combination of a syllable consisting of one son.ant and

a syllable consi:,ting of a son.ant praceded by a consonant.

These syllabic type.a «serve as the phone�ic basis for div1ding
words into sylla.bles. u This prooes:.J of word division is generally known
as syllabication, a branch of orthography.
To this point, syllabication has offered no difficulties.

It is

simple enough to understand what a syllable is theoretically, but in
a word of more than one syllable, the syllable boundaries have to be
determined.

That ie, before this kncmledge of what a syllable ie, can

be used effectively, the point must be determined as to where the syllable
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beg1ns and ends. Because a syllable may have only one sonant, it is not

-

difficult to determine that in the words ago, silent, training, Ohio,
there are two syllables in each of the fint three wcrds aoo three in the
last word. The cpcstion now is, for example, whether the! in silent
should go With the first syllable or the second.
88

If pronunciation is used

a guide tc the division, the! will be written with the second syllable.

A reference to a starxiard dictionary will confirm this division, but if the
same procedure is followed in dividing the word training, the dictionary

will not confirm the division as trai•ning. Likewise, in the word service,
pronunciation would indicate a division aa ser-vice, but most dictionaries
divide it aerv-ice, a type of syllabication which appears to be based on
a morphemio ana}¥sis.
This ia not the moot serious � oblem, however, in the establish
ment of a eorreot usage.

The editors of the Webster• s !!!_ World Dictionaq

which was published in 19$4 and 19$7, stated in the preface that

The syllabications used in this dictionary ••• are those adopted
by printers in the 18th-century and in general use since then to
indicate the points at which words may convenient4'" be divided at
the end of a written or printed line.
In adopting this traditional syllabication, the editors are
ful� aware of its inconsisteooy, of its total failure to conform
to any scientific principle. They are also aware that to upset
the system by adopting one based on the etymological or descriptive,
formative elements in words �ould be to instigate a major revolu
tion in printing practioes.14
No one is likely to have much trouble in counting the syllables
in a word. To decide where one syllable ends and one begins,
however, is a matter of such di!ficulty that linguistic science
is still unable to provide a simple formula for syllable division
in English. Neither the system of division used in this dictionary
nor any other yet devisei2rea1:cy squares with the observable facts
of tho English language.
Confronted with this disillusioning information, the transcription
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instructor ll1U8t determine for herself the guiding principles to be used
in teaching syllabication.

If the dictionary is to be accepted as a

final authority, the on:cy- possible course is to instruct the student to
consult the dictionary before dividing aey v,ord (a time-consuming process
which may account for sane business firms ruling out word divisions) for
the reason that it is impossible to &ue�!-i whether the dictionary syllabioa...
tion of a given \ford is by pronunciation or acme other standard.

An

excellent application of the problem was made in an advanced shorthand
class in uhich the instructions for transcription of the five-minute,
five hundred-word dictation included a particular letter form with a
specified line length.
to be divided.

As the letter worked out, the word service had

The entire class of sixteen divided it ser-vice.

A

reference to the Webster's � Collegiate Diotionart and to Webster's
� World Dicti.onar, indicated a di vision serv-ioe.
The problem the teacher faces in this kind of situation is not
a g_uesti on of how to grade the students ' papers, but of bON to advise the
student in the matter of conflict arising out of an arbitrary practice on
the one hand ., dating back to the 18th.-centur;r,. and a logical di vision, on
the other hand, based on linguisti.c so\illd prineiples.
Since a great many people ., perhaps most people; do not realize
that the dicti ona.ry syllabication ., in general., has nothing to do with the
pronunciation as such, the teacher places herself in an awkward situation
i.f she advises her students to disregard the syllabication found therein.
But not to recogni3e the anachronisJU of modern dictionary syllabication

based upon the arbitrary division adopted soon after the printing press
was invented ., is to lessen the scope of teaching effectiveness.

Kemp ?.la.lone, "the noted elder statesman of scholarship _,. "

13

seems

to think that the situation could be improved by adopting a set of rules
He suggests that ccnventional 5Pelling

for spelling by pronunciation.

can be used as a guide to the number

or

syllables, leaving only

the

quest.ion of the syllable boundaries.
The syllable boundaries can general� be determined through their
Every word will have as maey syllables

relation to the syllable-markers.
as syllable-markers.

These syllable-markers ·lll8¥ consist of one letter,

a double letter, a digraph, or a trigraph.
For purposes of illustration and application in this st,ucy, only

the first group will be used. The single•letter syllable markers are
the simple vowels

-

!,

!:., !_, 2.,, �, together with land!!!-

In the case of

-

m, it serves as a syllable marker only "in the final combinations tbm

and � ao in rhythm and spasm and some dictionaries do not recognize it
at all as a syllabJ4 mrker ., treating these words as mooosyllabics.

-

Other dictionaries re'cognize the mas a syllable marker in rh3rthtn but
not in spasm.
The vmYels

!, � !,, 2_,

�., and l,, are �gular syllable markers

unless they are silent and in acme cases they mark the syllable even when
silent (sin-gle).

llhen any single•letter except

marked by the sonants !,, � � 2., �

l.1

!. falls

between syllables

it always goes with the second

marker except when �t follows a !irst marker which has a short stressed
sonant, in which case it goes with the first marker.
goes l'dth the first marker.

Examples:

The single

!.. always

the c in these three words all

go 'With the second marker mas-ti-cate, men�--cant, va-cant, but in vi.oar
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-

tha o goes with the first marker baoauaa the first marker represents a.
short stressed sonant, vic-ar.

This rule covers syllabication by pronunciation only. M'.ol"phemic
syllabication would require the single letter to go with the first marker
in all of the oases oited.

-

An example of a digraph syllable-marker is found in the ,vord Caesar,

----

and a tr:l.graph syllable-marker is illuatrated by the ___,
eau in beau. The

rule in these cases is very similar to the one discussed, but there is a
slight variation at one point which will not be discussed in this paper.
Kemp Malone describes in great detail the divlsion of standing
sequences of consonants falling between syllable-markers, but the rules
are s001ewhat involved and therefore not of great practical value in tha
shortharxl and transcription classes.

The single letter rules, however,
It should be pointed out here

are quite useful and are easily remembered.

that the method shown Will not always agree with the dictionary form,
example, the word silent may be divided by the method, that is, the

For

1 goes

with the second mark$r because the first marker is not a short stressed

sonant• an:i thus the division is confirmed by the dictionary. But if the

-

method is used with the word training, then falling between the two
markers lrl.11 also go with the seoorrl marker, a division which does not
agree with the dictionary, but one which is logical because it agrees with
the pronunciation. There is, however, another helpful guide to syllabica
tion which baa been devised by R.
Business Education,
useful.

�

c.

-

Davis and reported in the Journal of

and which if used with Kalone•s principles will prove

He suggests six rules which he believes will produce a 98 per cent
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accuracy when used.

The first rule is the most important because "it

governs more tba:n half of all word divisions . ..

--

Rule 1

If a syllable bas a short vowel, any consonant that follows
that vawal remains with it when the word is divided, as i n
hab-it, dev-11, tim-o-thy. An3° vowel that does not have a short
sound is broken away from the consonant that follows it, lfhether
the vowel is long as in ma-eon or slurred as in ma..ture.

This rule is particularly helpful in words of families th at
change their syllabication according to sound changes. Pbo-to-gra�
is divi.dad thus where the first o is long and the second is srurr ;
o
while ho•tog-ra-�er is syllabicated so. where the original a
change to a dell te short sound.

Syllabication by this rule appears to have the same fate as the previ
ous rules.

It takes care of most words. but still does not agree with the

dictionary in the division of words like trainingJ ho1rever, when this rule
is read nth Rule

Rule 2
--

6,

training is covered.

Where two or more consonants follow each other, divide them
as the pronunciation dictates•••thie will give a very high degree
of accuracy.
As Davis points out, the division of some words is obvious under this

rule, but some a.re much less so, ae in ac-knowl-edge.

'.Clrin consonants are usually separated when a word is divided
as in .flat-ter, bul-lat, em-bez-sle. The exceptions occur among
word .families thatspn'ng fro& verbs: when the endings ed, er,
and
are added to verbs which already eoo it1 a doubleconionant.

3

Malone discusses this rule from the phonemic viewpoint.

If a word
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is re spelt r or pronunciation, the only way a double letter can occur
between syllable markers is fer the phoneme represented by the tffo letters
to be actually double in sound ., as in t.he word rat-traz., in which case
one of the double letters goos with the first marker and one with the
second marker, as illustrated.

If the 1tord is syllabicated as it stand�,

a double letter is split, according to Malone ., "if its doubleness resulted
from derivative doubling," as in dis-solve and re-mi.t-tance.

There are

exceptions to this rule when the "basic form itself ends in a double

letter. 11 Usually in this case the double letter is not split., as in
canvass-er, but it may be, as in pro-!es-sor.

--4

Rule

If !!_ and K is pronounced as a single sound, they are not
separated, but othervlise they are separ-.ated, as in hun-ger,
ma:e::ger.

--5

Rule

There are ten suffices or word a:od syllable endings that
al·ways hang together as an indivisible unit,- regardless of
the pronunciation in the words like ar•ti-fi-cial and e-lec
tri-cion,. con-tro-ver-sial,
r-tial, co-er-cion, ten•sion,
r�• - on,
•ttha-.ceous, de•ll-cious, bump�ous fur-ni•tnre.
t ous ., gor-�eous,. re-- i•_
,

iI-d..-tiori,

--

Malone discusses this group as digraphs between ayllable--markers.

Rule 6

The word endings ...ed, •er, ...ing, when added to a verb are
almost never joined to a preceding consonant as in £or:::ger-y
but forg-er, plac-12§•
Where Rule

6 has seniority over c�on sense, the rules or

syllabication should be by pronunciation.
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Rule 6 will apparently cover the division of words like training.
.

-

If it is divided by Rule l, the n must go with the second marker.

.

HOlf•

ever,
when it appears that the application of Rule l will violate Rule 6,
.
a decision in favor of Rule 6, will be in order.
The fact th.at the student can at this paint recognize a. syllable
and can divide ,,ords

in

accordance with the rules proposed or that the

student has been taught the use of the dictionary in connection with
word division does not conclude the subject for the typing and tran
scription student, for there are other rules which must limit the word
divisions as a matter of .form.
In standard tqping and transcription form, words may not be divided
at all syllable junction points.

They may be divided on:J¥ at those points

which intelligent judgment would indicate as being meaningful breaks.

There should be enough of the first part left on the line to indicate in
some degree the word being divided, so as not to make a break in the
reader's thought.

Thus words of three, four, or five letters should never

be divided even though they are two-syllable 'I-Torda ( thi.s means 'Within the

realm of reason, of course, for there are times when the breald.ng of any
of the rules is a lesser of two evils), nor should a one-letter or two
letter syllable at the begiming or end of a word be separated from the
rest of the word.

For the same reason, prefixes of three or more letters

should mark the syllable junction point to be divided rather thrui some
other point of the word, and the same is true

of suffixes. E'.owever, when

a division of the word at the prefix or suffix point would misrepresent
the pronunciation, division should be made at some other pcd.nt.

The

division should not be made at a point which would carcy a single vowel
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over to a new line because it breaks of£ the meaning o£ the word.

'!he

division regu•lar is more meaningful than reg-ular. However, when t,ro

single-vowel syllables cane together I the division should be made between
them, as is true when two consonants come together between two syllable

markerstt
A study of all the rules and suggestions offered will indicate.
that most of them are nothing more than a matter of intelligent judgment;
which i.s peThapa aa m�h of a standard as can be established.
The question of whether students should be allowed to di-vi.de
words such as service in what appears to be a natural division rather
than one. that is arbitrary, can be answered for the present � in

subjective terms, for it

.f:Lnal.4'

beocmes a matter of opiniro based upon

the level of modern thought upon Which the teacher ia basing the opinion.
Regardless of the approach used, the teacher should be fully informed on
the subject matter of both orthography and lexioograpµy am she should
accept the responsibility or pointing out to the student that the general

lack or an intelligent standard can becaoo a real value as it results in
the development of linguistic judgment to fill the need.
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CHAPTER V
SOME APPLICATIONS OF SEtfA�"TIC PRINCIPLES
TO THE TEA.CHING OF GREGG SHORTHAND
taneuage is more than a syatem of spoken and ,eritten symbols, It

is the expression of communicable thought and meaning is inherent therein.
Without these ilpplioations of ni.eaning, language would haTe no significance
at au. The true expression of cowmunioabl& thought deperid8 upon the exact
ness of the language

synwolJ.J

used

to QOnvey

the mtaning intended. Inexact

ness ot language e::::preesion will eorxvey an imperfect Ill6ani:ng and thus may

become a barrier

to the canplete underataniing of the discourse.

The "�cs of meaning in language" is called. semantics. It must,
of course, be oonsideNd as a complement of the "dynamioe of sound. 11 'l'hus

the combination of semantics and phonetics forms the basis for eJ!onemics,

the language system of meaningful sowxls. The tenn semantica 1s otherwise

used, but in this study it has reference to the linguistic eense in 1'bich
it is litaited "to the description of the meanings which words or other units
l.
of language convgy. u

B asio to all teaching is the use of meaningful language as an expres

sion of the meaning which is designated by the speaker to be conveyed to

another. In shorthand. terminology, as in other academic courses, meaningful
language is the direct source of student insight into the subject matter and

thus some knowledge of semantics becomes important to the shorthand teacher.
Among the sesantic problems 1tl ich arise in the classrocm are those
which result from the �iguoua terminology of the textbook; or the lack
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or amplification 1.n statements of principle which are not clearl,y defined.
Another type of semantic problem arises in classes in which students
have studied shorthand with a diff'erent teacher.

A third type of semantic

problem arises as a result of the general standards which represent the
end-of-the-course goals.
The first problem is stated through textbook illustrations, each
of which is d:i.sc\1.ssed on the 'basis

or

an actual question asked by a

student concerning the terminology.
The first semantic c;,uestion in the elementary text arises in the

-

third lesson in which the a s01md� are presented.

The probl m is not

immediately evident, but. 1n connection with other :factors it beeqnes so.

-

The large circle for a represents two aollllds in addition
to t.11e long a you have already learned. They are the sounds

-

heard in had-and the sound heard in mark. 3

In the first instance, nothing is said about the unstressed vowel
sound in words like agree, above, comma ., and nowhere else in the book is
it mentioned.

However, among the illustrative words which follow the

rule, one such word is listed:

agreeing.

When the rule is 8?,alyzed,

it appears that it covers only the sound of
a soundt

had ., man, track.

/ae/

in words with the short

The rule is stated in terms of sounds, two

of which are described, therefore, if the word avaeing is properly included .,
the rule should be stated so as to include this sound

/a/.

This semantic

question was brought up by a French student who was studying shorthand.
She concluded the word comma� /kam / in shorthand with the 3ame symbol
as is used in dust /da-st/ instead of the

.!. circle

(o).

Having coosciously

learned English .from phonetic sounds ., she would actively tthee.r11 the

- -

-

difference between the a in man and the a in abc.-ve and comma., while the
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other students heard it only passively and reverted unconsciously to
orthographic writing.

-

! t is quite evident that the unstressed a sound

-

-

has nothing in common with the a sound in man.
In the second instance which illustrates the sound of

! in mark,

the se."llalltic problem an.sea through the use of the illustrative words,
all of which have the ar combination and therefore remll.t in a sound

-

.'3tudents very oi'tenthink of the ru.1e in connection

colored by the r.

or word on47'

with this kind

-

silen·b l.

.,

whereas this

!.

is also the

!. in

Thus all that is written in shorthand is /pam/:,

palm with its

J- •

Because

of the learning which takes place at the time the students first learn the

- -

a in mark, they do not associate it with
the reading exercises.

.

/pam/ when it

When they try to write this

often write it vdth the sound in caught and use the
according to Gregg ., is incorrect,

is encountered in

we

of word., they

2. hook &--

which,

Yet, in the ease 0£ bomb1 it !!_correct,?

In the fifth lesson there is another semantic problem which is not
stated speci.fioally but arises by implioationi
The sound or ses is represented by joining the t1t"o forms

or s.4

Thus t sense h
exceptions.

but senses

::>-r

•

-

rlothing is said _. hmiever, about

There:tore when the student hears the sea eound in the brief

form derivative, businesses ., the � sylllbol is written_, which is not correct.
The .......
ses symbol does not apply to brief forms ending in -s.
added in the direction of the first s.

5

A second ..
sis

This inform&tion is not in the

book and an inexperienced teacher would have no reason to knO'K -wtzy- it did

-

not f'ollo,r the ses rule.

An experienced teacher is able to .fa:l.l baok

upon information derlved from the study of shorthand before it became

ttsimplified.tt

HOiiever, this

-cype or

omission makes it difficult even

as

for the teacher who can anaqze the problem, because teacher explanattons

-

whioh occur after sane learning has taken place in the situation require
readjustment in that part lthich has already been learned.

This type or

con.fusion does not occur where a principle is so stated that it conveys
the meaning ,rbich the author intended.
In the sixth lesson, the rules for the joining of straight lines
and curves are set out after an apologeti� prefaces
The j cd.nings of the shorthand cl)aracte.rs are eo easy and

natural that it hardly seems necessary to give rules or even

explanations. It is intereating, howe�r .; to see the groups
into which the j oinings naturally fall. 6
This prefatory remark is
appears.

or

more significance than

at.

first

The actual £act is that the rules which follow it are basic

to the writing of understandable and readable shorthand; a .f'act lihich

-

must be known to the authors.

A laok

ot mental

and physical facility

in placing the circles correctq at this paint can operate as a barrier
to the b�ginning student•a progress.

And if she ne\rer really learns the

principles, her outlines Will eventu.al.zy beccce helter-skelter in fast
dictation and she vli.ll be unable to read what has been recorded.

Therefore

eupheml.atic terminology such as this, even though not consciousl,y ao1
creates a semantic problem by misleading the student into a false aecuri ty;
a problem Yd.th which the teacher has to cope unoo0essaril3.
In the sixth lesson this rule also appears:
Between two curves in opposite directions; the circle is
written on the b.ack or the first curve. 7
Thus in car .,...-"Q_.I

and ;eave

j .

There is no such thing as two curves
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in opposite directions when they are recorded as sequences in a forward

direction.

Students have less trouble with the line curves in this rule

than they do with the ones moving from above the line to below the line.

For example, it seems to be easier to remember the rule in � �
than in ;eave

J

.

These curves may be said to have opposite concavity,

but they are not curves in opposite directions.

A third semantic exercise arises in the sixth lessen.

The termt ...

nology u�ed does not olear'.cy- express the author's intent.

The counter-clockwise th is used when it is joined to

� !,, !,•

Thus in the word theory J.-fl •

Beginning students miss this word because

-

-

the author talks in terms o! joining the th symbol to the r and the

beginner forgets that the circle is actually inside the curve and that

-

-

the th is still joined to the point cf the r.

in terms llhich -.ill not confuse the student.

The rule should be stated

-

In the eighteenth lesson, the rules for left and right s are not
Only one set Will be used for illustration:

clear;cy stated.

At the beginning and end of words, the left s is used
before and after e, !:,, !:,

-

!•

Thus in space

�

•

·

HOlV much of a word may be considered the beginning

or the end for the purposes of this ru.l�? Receive is written

right !, but· reoeptive

J
nth

with the

, and reserve
are written
the left s.
�
�
_The comma ! is used before
2,., �, � � as in_ steel �
and snOlf' .2.--c., • The left a is used after those letters
as in oats --z,-< •

-

i,

Does the rul.e mean that this is always to be done?
not for there are exceptions.

Apparent)¥ it does

Beset is written � , but beside is wr1 tten (.
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The last rul.e in the eighteenth lesson presents an intereatir:ig
problem in semantics, but one which is not the fault or the authors:

-

-

The comma s is used in 'Words consisting of s and a
circle vowel ors and th and a circle vowel.
For illustrative purposes, only Olle of these forms is needed.
11 The

-

-

c cmma s is used in words consisting of s and a circle �cr."el. 11

For example.., in the word see �

•

By accident it was discovered that

students were using this rule improperl;y because of a semantic error.
A student was asked lfl\V the rlght

j

sinee it 1'olloned an

-s

! which

was used in writing the word receive
characteristica1cy' takes a lett

or

least according to the rule) at the beginning

-

the word.

-

! (at

The reason

given was that a "canma s is used in words consisting of s and a circle
vcr,1el." Not recognizing the limiting connotation

-

or

the words "consisting

of" the student was using this s every time a circle vo.rel was Yd thin its
curve.

A class discussion revealed that approrlmately half of its thirty•

five mesooers had the same idea.
In the nineteenth lesson, a rule states;

U is

represented by I"

In the twenty.second lesson:

-

-

( a.a in rev ).

9
The oo hook ia often used to represent the diphthong u
(as in n'ew).
lithout iooicating what he is doing, or l'fhy, the author is setting out two
symbols for the same sound, the so-called long
rules should be clarified by amplification.

!. or

diphthongal :!:•

The

The cont'us1on arising out of

this semantic problem has been discussed at length in an earlier chapter.
There should be sane separation semantically llhere words are to be
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written differently in oases such as this. An alert student focused th is
problem in the mind of the teacher by stating in a rather spirited tone,
11

Well, I don't see how

! can tell which is

which when I write other words

like these unless somebody explains it to me. 11

The logic of the student•s

statement was so evident that it eventually led to the formulation by the
teacher of a linguistic guide which can be correlated successfully With the
teaching of shorthand. Among these principles is the important one of
semantics.
A clarification is needed in the following rule which is found in the
t,reaty-tpird lessona

�·

Iee word beginnings per, pur, pro are represented by

There is nothing stated therein to shO\T that there are exceptions, yet in
the preceding chapter the word produce is written out Cc/3

,

and in the

tenth lesson the word procure is written�. A study of the shorthand
dictiorury indicates that when the word beginning� comes before a forward
or upward stroke, the �must

be

written.

The two-fold reason for this is

probably a matter of facility in joining and in readability, which a re
logical reasons, but if a rule cannot

be

depended upon because of different

kinds of exceptions, however logical, the statement of it should

be

so quali

fied to avoid semantic confusion.
Two other illustrations of semantic problems found in the textbook will
be given.

They involve the past tense and other derivative forms.

In the eighth lesson this rule is stated:
The shorthand character representing . ...the last sound of some
words is omitted. In such words the past tense is represented
by a disjoined !J derivatives in!::,, � are written with a
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disj oined r. The diaj oinin indicates. the omission of one or
r
more shortnand characters . 1
Thus the word ship, which is
a disjoined

l to indicate

represented by the· brier form�, has ooly

the past tense, and ahipf!r has a disjoined

!:

for the same reason.
The sentl.colon punctuation 1n the rule would sure:cy- indicate that
the derivative portion is referring to the first part in ffhich is mentioned
the anission of the ushorthand character representing the last sound."

If

so, then it would follow that all words written in shorthand without the

-

last sound of the longhand word would require a disjoined r tor the
derivative forms.

-

But apparent)¥ it does not mean this because there are

exceptions, as for example, in work and worker.
.

has the last longhand 80Und in the shorthand form, yet
with the disj oined ::, �.......

•

-

The brief form for work

worker is wrl tten

On the other hand, the last sound of

c?IDPose is missing when written in shorthand

7.

derivative form, c�oser, it is joined'?-,

•

12

(can po ), but in the

The second illustration is a rule lfhich is almost 1.lnintelligible
in terms of the author's intent:
If the last letter of the root word is missing, or if
the word -ends in a vowel, a disj oined st is used to
represent the endings -ist and -est.l.3-

-

-

If a student follows the ru.le literally, the result is contrary to
acything the author intended.

It illustrates, better than any other

example in the text, the confusion which can arise tran inexact expression
of communicable thought.

In this rule the meaning intended by the authors

is imperfectly conveyed to the reader.
rule;

111£

For example the first part or the

the last letter of the root word is miss:i._ng ... n indicates that
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the author ia referring to the alphabet letter of the longhand root word,
which is not true. The rule has reference to the shorthand symbols which

represent the longhand root word. Even when this fact is determined, the
rule is st.t.ll misleading at this point, for what the authors mean is that
if the last sound of the longhand root word is omitted in its shorthand

-

representation, a disjoined st would foll°''• Thus, if the author•s actual
-wording is follo.ved in writing the word large in shorthand, the result
would be different £ran the result which the author intended. In writing
the word large in shorthand, the silent letter tis emitted � •
Nor, since this is true, the omission of th.a lflas·t letter" would indicate
that largest would be expressed by the diajoined

!!,

thus

4,.

'fhis
_
is incorrect because what the author intend.a is that when the last sound

-

is anitted when writing the shorthand form, the disjoined st is used to
represent the sound of�• Consequen�, the words. large and largest do

-

not even come under this rule at all, but another rule which drops the t
in certain circumstances

'--7 .

ltoving then to the second part

or

the rule, •or i£ the word ends

in a vcr«el, 0 the reference of the author is to a vo;Jel sound which ends
a word as written in shorthand and has no reference whatever to the actual
vowel letter which mtght end the word in longhand. Again, for example
in the word large, the end is a V01Jel, but when 'l'fl'itten in shorthand, the
vowel is anitted.

The rule has no reference to this type of thing. It

mans that when the root l'Tord as written in shorthand ends in a vowel

-

sound, the st must be disjoined because it would otherwise throw two vowel
sounds together without a facility for expression. A true example of eaoh
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type of word covered may be found in the words individualist and early.
The root ,vord in the first instance is individual which is represented by
a brief form made up of
represents is

!,

under the rule.

�-j .

The last sound in the word it

this sound having been omitted in shorthand, it canes
For the sake of readability, the derivative form cannot

be joined to a word so abbreviated, and therefore it is disjoined fw
clarif'ication purposes.

In the case of �arlz, the vowel at the end of

-

the root word is written in the ehorthand form �

•

To join an--�

ol:' -est sound to this root word requires two circles coming together for
joining and since the system does not provide for this, the sound is
represented by a disjoined symbol.
It appears that for the minimal expression of the authors•
com:nunicable thought, the rule should be changed at least as indicated
in the following copy by the parentheses.
If the last (sound) of the (longhand) root word is missing (in
the shorthand £orm), or i.f the { shorthand root) word ends in a vowel

----

.....

........

(sound), a disjoined st ia used to represent the endings -ist and -est.
Semantic confuaion arises in this type of situation because the
students and perllapa even sane teachers are not well oriented in the
distinction between orthographic and phonetic principles and symbols
and consequently when
they are

-

they read the rule as "last letter of the word"

thinking the alphabetic letter rather than the "last sound."

Although many other semantic applicaticns could be made to the
teaching of shorthand, onl,y two other aspects lrill be ocnsidered in this
study.

The fix-st is an application of semantics in the development of
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social attitudes which open the wa;:, for better understanding of different
viewpoints arising in the study of any subject matter, and to better
social adjustments in general.

The importance of this aspeot,

or

course,

arises out of one of the cardinal principles of education as to the goal
The second general aspect to be considered has to do

of all education.

1li th the significance or tfarminology used to express the standards by
which both students and teachers are guided in their appraisal of the
· student's success or failure in course requirements.

The

Orientation Values

It is doubtful if any true education can be achieved without some
feeling for the shifting value judgments.

The attitude of the individual

in this matter of value judgments is often referred to as the individual•s
orientation values.

No educational program is complete unless it attempts

to provide in some way f'or the proper orientation of the student toward
specific values.

In the shorthand course an orientation precept can be

taught through applications of the. two-valued and multi ..valued orientation
to class attitude in discussions of the subjec.t matter and in the relation
of the individual students toward each other.
The quotations llhich appear in the following paragraphs are all
taken frqn a COlllposite paper resulting from individual work of students
in a college intermediate shorthand class at Laigwood College.

The

quotations indicate the. exact wording of different students whose work is
used.

The paper is an end-of-the-year project v1hich was begun by the

teacher on the first day of school.

Throughout the year an effort is
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made to keep the multi-valued viewpoint in every class roan situation.
As the end of the term approaches ,. the teacher makes two class assignments
far libraey- reading on the value judgments.

Otherwise, the student's

kn(li'rledge of the subject amounts to the degree to wbi.oh she has absorbed
the things pointed out by the teacher and her classmates during the year.
This process of orientation "begins the day the individual is
born and never ceases ,mtil the day he dies."
ttTwo-V'alued orientation 1s a learning and adjusting process whereby
the individu.al sees things a:i)¥ in terms of opposites."

"It is an

uni'o!'twiate person indeed whose orientation is two-valued-whose worlds
exist only in terms of

!!£! or

cold; good or bad, black or whi. te."

A

person who defines every question as an either..or situation "definitely
lacks mental maturity which will naturally be a negative element in bis
relations."

"Because a two-valued orientation .fosters bias and prejudice,

a person having such "Values may beccme the object of ridicule, whet.her
open or obscure. If "The person who accepts only two--valued vieVJpoints
without ccnsidering the scale of value judgments, misses many possible
opportunities £or experiences which might contribute to a larger horizon
for that individual and those around

him."

"A person having a multi..valued vie5>oint wilJ. try to see the
point of view of others; in tact, his own ideas of right or wrong are
variable according to the ti.me, place ., and conditions.

This point of

view should result in many favorable contributions to the individual's
effort to becane a well-balanced person.

Some of these CQltributions

are

tact, alertness, and initiative, a 'Willingness to learn, to see new places,
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and to do na• things."
nena should look for the maey possibilities in people, things, and
even in our own life."

"Today's life is made up of complex situations which

require headings and subheadings" with their consequent ecale of judgment
as to where they fit into the whole intricate plan.
"J.tul.ti-valued orientation 1s, then, a way of living and getting
along with others.

Su.ch an orientation often includes self-examination,

an understanding of human nature and sometimes even a •step backward in
the right direction.•"

0

Suoh an attitude provides for human error and

allows a middle ground upon which to fonn decisions."
�Specific Applications

2£ � Multi-valued

Orientation Theory��

Teaching � Shortham

There are numerous examples of the multi-valued orientation idea
in the teaching of Gregg shorthand.

Only two will be considered here.

In grading a atudent•s outlines for accuracy, the teacher can bear
in mind that since the writing of shorthand is based on sound, the accuracy
can be based on what is heard and not on standard dictionar:,v form.

To do

this, however, without possible damage to the s tudent I s goal of accuracy,
the teacher should understand the linguistic factors as pointed out in
this study.

It should not be an arbitrary hit-or--miss type of grading.

Any credit allowance for an outline not written in accordance with the
form in the textbook or dictionary should be made strictly on the basis
of linguistic facts which the discrepancy discloses.
A secor.d application would be foun:l in the dictation standards.
School authorities set up certain standards of speed to be acquired. These

standards are set up 1¥1.th no further elaboration than the following samplet
� goal � � words � minute � dictation of � oaterial � �
minutes.

From a linguistic standpoint, the question immediately arises as

to what kiDi of material will be used for new dictation. It is probably
found somewhere between 1.30 and 1.50 in syllabic intensity which has no
meaning except as to the average number of syllables per word dictated.
The fact that a word baa more than one syllable is not a standard of dif

--

ficulty per se. The material in general uae for shorthand dictation is not
sufficiently standardized to indicate the degree of the student•s profi•
ciency when she states:

"l can take die tation at 120 words P3 r minute."

The statement standing alone has no meaning. Whether she could tace it
accurately at any rate would depend largely upon the type of material
being used and other variable factors. A multi-valued approach to this
problem would recognize that this is true and would set up flexible stam
ards which are realistio.
It seems highly improbable that aey student graduating from any
business course could say with finality, "I can take dictation at 120
words a minute for any length of time on any type of subject matter so
long as the syllabic intensity ranges between 1.30 and 1.50. n
Except for the syllabic count and in some instances the word fre�
quency, there is nothing found in the Gregg teaching materials which would
indicate stamard subject matter.

The vocabulary of some areas of business

has much more difficult ,1ords than others, though they may be said to contain
more or less syllables.

The Gregg authorities base muoh of their dictation

material on the basic word lists of the most used words in business and
otherwise, •hich is, of course, one definite classification.

But if the
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student ia told that she can take dictation at 120 words a minute on
11

standard new material" she should also be told that the standard is based

on the most used words which would obviously be more familiar to her than
trade terms.

Being easier from several standpoints, it is easier for the

student to get it down at higher rates of speed.

A lack of knowledge on

the part of the teacher as to this weakness in the dictation standards or
a failure to inform the student properly in order to help her form the
necessary perspective can lead to frustrating experiences for the student
and for the next shorthand teacher. The student may feel that she ia
going backward in her work and may be very unhappy about it. Neither the
teacher nor the atudent can understam sometimes why, if the student could
take dictation at l.20 words in June, she is often unable to get it at 90
in September.

The truth ia, however, that the material she is sometimes

able to get at 90 in September may be a greater achievement than the 120
she achieved in high school.
Many factors enter into a student's inability to get shorthand
dictation at higher speeds. Whether the �tudent is in good heal th now as
opposed to some other time, whether she is getting enough rest, whether the
material was practiced, whether the same time element was involved, whether
the teacher spoke a dialect common to the class�-all these things and many
more are constant factors in a student's ability to perform.

It would be

better for a student to think: "I can take dictation comfortably most of
the time if it is of a general nature and not for too long a period at

90-100 words a minute, 11 than to rest on the false security that she 0 can
take dictation at 120 words a minute," when shf3 is referring only to tm

fact that she had passed one three minute test on practiced material and
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none on entirely new material or on very simple elementary new ma.ten.al.
In these oases aha has merely established her ability to take it that
particular time under one set of circumstances.

One such student explained

in her orientation paper, "When I entered college, I thought I could take
shorthand at 100 wo:rds a minute for five minutes, but I found later that
I could not get 90 words a minute for five minutes on unpracticed material.
I realize now that although I took 100 worda a minute for five minutes
on practiced material, I had passed it only once. I could not understand
for a long time why I could not get it at 100 words up here at f_irst.
guess I just was.n•t thinking straight.
nuself to the idea that I

bad

I

Now I know that I had to orient

never been able to take it at 100 words a

minute except in a. given situation under a given sat of circumstances."
From the teacher's analysis of this particular student, her intelligence,
arrl her conscientiousness, this lack of understanding cost her something
like a 20-word a minute net gain in speed during the school year.

It is

difficult to increase basic skills when psychological blocks are formed by
frustration.
The multi-valued orientation is necessary for both the student and
the teacher if they are to work as a coordinate unit in attaining the
maximum gain in skill and understanding in general during a given school
year.

?rotes-Chapter V
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CHAPrER VI
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study has been to analyze selected linguistic
principles in their application to the teaching of Gregg shorthand and to
determine whether they have a practical and useful application to the
development of improved teaching methods in this area.
The analysis baa pointed out some factors which may be summarized
briefly:

Gregg shorthand is a graphemic system designed for rapid writing.

It is not intended to be a phonetic or phonemic alphabet in the linguistic
sense, but its graphemic components depend upon phonetics am phonemics for
meaning. As a graphemio system consisting of easily joined straight and
curved lines based on one horizontal line of writing to represent consonant
sounds and circles written inside curves or attached to straight lines £or
V01fel sounds, Gregg shorthand presents little or no learning difficulties.
The entire basic process may be presented in fifty-four assignments.
The learning problems and difficulties encountered in tho mastery of these
basic principles are the result of son;e other factors which have not been
determined through scientifically controlled research.

Ini'ormal experimen

tation in the normal classroom situation, however, strongly indicates that
scientifically controlled research should be undertaken to determine whether
li?4;uistic factors may be the basic cause of these problems and the extent
to which linguistic principles may
subject matter.

be

used in developing insight into the

If any such research has been undertaken, the results have

not been widely assimilated by those in the business education field.
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Classroom experimentation further indicates the need for a large r
study of the application of linguistio principles to remedial teaching.
The linguistic principles which have been applied to this study may
be classified as those ,vhich are actually part 0£ the original learning

process, those which assist the teacher in remedial work, and those which
contribute collaterally to the teaching procedures.
The firs t group includes the phonemic theory and its application to
the shorthand alphabet, intonation as a dictation !actor of importance,
phonetic change and dialect as the determining factor in what the student
"hears," and semantics as the direct line of communication.
The classification as to remedial work includes the phonemic theory
as the basis of the sounds with which the student and teacher are working,
phonetic change and dialect as the key to recurring errors, and semantics
as the key to imperfectly conveyed meaning.

The collateral contributions include lexicography and orthography.
A knowledge of lexicography and orthography is important to the student not
only in the shortharxl and transcription classes but in every class. Conscious
orientation in the transcription classes can be a contribution to the general
education of the student. Al though spelling has become so unphonetic that
it is difficult to formulate rules to cover it, thHre are many words which
may

be

spelled according to rule and there are materials available for class

room use.

The consensus seems to be that the modern dictionary for use in

the classroom is Webster's !'!!!!_World Dictionary, published in 1954 aoo 1957.

The most modern dictionary, however, is still indicating syllabication arbi

trarily in accordance With the diVisiona established soon after the invention
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of the printing press, a fact contrary to logic and the actual pronuncia
tion of the words. Whether teachers should continue to follow this arbitrary
practice has not been authoritatively established, but there are definite
indications that more and more English authorities are taking the position
that the di vision should be made a.ccording to some kind of logic based on
pronunciation which may be reduced to rule.
In

addition tot he linguistic functions which have been summarized,

there are other important problems arising in the semantic area and other
contributions which semantics can make to more effective teachingi Despite
the fact th.at the current standard elementary textbook for colleges was

published as late as 1953 and that the authors are men of long experience
in the field of Grebg shorthand, its basic presentation indicates an educa
tional philosophy and psychology of learning which are no longer considered
valid.

In addition, the formulation of principles used in directing the

student's learning of the system has not been carefully and analytically
done.

The result is that there are numerous cases of semantic confusion in

the tenninology, and in at least one instance, the terminology is meaningless.
The study has pointed out also how semantics, through the orientation
values, may be an important factor in the building of social attitudes toward
the subject matter and toward personal relationships, how semantic viewpoints
are

important to the appraisal of students I progress by the teacher and to

the students• understanding and appraisal of their own work in relation to
that of others, and how semantic viewpoints are vitally important in describ
ing the general standards to
goals to be attained.

be

applied by the teacher and to the specific
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There are also certain other factors which are evident from the
analysis:

One reason students do not gainthe proper insight into the subject

matter of shorthand is because there is an involved interaction between the
graphamic components of the Gregg shorthand s�stem and the phonetic features
which give them meaning.

If shorthand metho dology would separate them, the

student could possibly understand them as two separate things acting together
as a whole.

This would eliminate the learning difficulties for some students.

Finally, the system is not always consistent in its use of phonetic
principles, a fault which could have serious implications from a psycholo6i
cal standpoint.
There is no scientific material available for the testing of the effi
ciency of current shorthand methodology, a·fact which leads to the continued
use of methods which ma;y not be as effective as others which might be devel
oped through studies conducted arxl controlled scientifically.
If the teachers int he field would begin a coortlinated program of
classroom studies directed toward a more systematic and informed approach
to shorthand methodology, a body of research in methodology could gradually
be accumulated.

If both students and teachers were aware of the multiple

factors involved in their teaching and learning situation, it is very likely
that they would demand teaching materials from their sources which are based
on scientific research in the subject matter area.

This tested and standard

ized material would ba valuable both in the learning situation and in the
testing program.
The linguistic principles which have been examined in this study in
their relation to the teaching of Gregg shorthand all appear to have a
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practical and useful application to th� development of improved teaching
methods in this area.

Controlled scientific research would indicate the

degree to which the applications of these principles are useful in the
learning of shorthand.

There is sufficient evidence already, however, to

show that the whole system of Gregg shorthand is premised upon linguistic
factors.

It appears, therefore, that shorthand teachers snould have some

kno�ledge of the linguistic principles which would increase their teaching

effectiveness and should incorporate this knowledge into their methodology.
In general they should underst�nd the application of linguistic principles

involving phonemic theory, intonation, phonetic change, dialect, orthography,
lexicography, and semantics. The minimum linguistic knowledge consistent
with adequate presentation of the subject matter would be, it appears, the
basic phonemic theory.
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